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Atlanticists Adopt Big Lie Tactic 

On Debt· Question 

NEW YORK Feb. 29 (IPS)- Faced with increasing 
momentum for debt moratorium within the Third World 
which now includes explicit calls from even such hitherto 
unlikely quarters as Egypt's Sadat and Pakistan's Bhutto, 
the Atlanticist financiers have resorted to a defense against 
the domino collapse of the $800 billion debt structure : ·  
predicated on the Big Lie tactic o f  Adolf Hitler. According to 
the Big Lie, there is a "solution" to the burden of dollar debt 
now strangling the Third World economies short of the 
unilateral declaration of moratoria on dollar debt, tied to 
multilateral expansion of production and trade along the 
lines proposed in the ICLC's International Development 
Bank (lOB) proposal of April 1975. 

. 

Coordinated from the U.S. Department of State and U.S .  
Treasury, the World Bank and allied Atlanticist debt 
collection agencies as well as " liberal "  thinktanks, and run 
in part through United Nations channels·, the psychological 
warfare operation is tailored in true Goebbelsian fashion to 
pre-empt the political motion toward debt moratorium of 
specific pro-development forces and their potential allies 
among Third World governments , industrialist and political 
factions in the advanced sector and U .S .  Congressmen in 
particular. 

The principal thrust of the Big Lie tactic is aimed at 
suckering leading Third World governments into fruitless 
and in fact deadly "negotations" on the pivotal question of 
debt. Holding out the promise of refinancing "deals" to 
frightened and economically desperate developing country 
governments with one hand, the State Department lyingly 
points to the unfortunate "constraints" imposed by a 
bloodthirsty U.S.  Congress bent on collecting every penny of 
dollar debt with the other. 

Simultaneously, rumors are being circulated that 
"delicate negotiations" are now proceeding on the debt issue. 
These lies are aimed at silencing discussion of the debt 
moratorium and lOB proposals among European and 
American business and congressional layers , as well as 
sowing dissension and paranoia among the �anks of Third 
World governments. 

To cap the Big Lie a barage of wildly fraudulent 
propaganda on the alleged economic "upswing" in the ad
vanced sector aimed at potential debt mora.torium allies 
among especially European anti-Atlanticist circles, and U.S .  
business and congressional layers as wel l  are also being 
circulated. The psywar message is clear : "There is no 
problem - the U.S.  recovery is here." 
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A Cruel Hoax 

The Atlanticists however have no intention of entertaining 
any debt "refinancing" - except at the expense of 
catastrophic levels of austerity and triage. That is the actual 
bloody content of any alleged "delicate negotiations . "  (See 
Argentina section of this newsletter) 

The so-called "upswing" is a fraud. (see next section of 
newsletter) and the ritual incantation of an "implacable" 
Congress is but a club over Third World governments and 
provides a convenient excuse for the Atlanticists to self
righteously do nothing. 

The Atlanticists are trying to buy time at the expense of the 
future of the human race. They are intent on fracturing the 
growing policy coordination among progressive Third World 
governments and forestalling the declaration of debt 
moratoria by any one of them,  each well known to be fearful 
of delivering the fatal blow to the Dollar E mpire. They are 
hoping that in the interim,  the presssure on the Third World 
to take drastic austerity measures to ensure debt payments 
will create serious political dislocation - openings for CIA 
"destabilizers" to cripple or destroy key progressive 
regimes now in the forefront of the fight for debt repudiation 
and genuine economic development. 

In the meantime, the electric discussion of debt moratoria 
and the ICLC's lOB proposal throughout pro-development 
layers in the industrialized countries as well as the Third 
World must be squelched. 

Trying to be "Reasonable" 

The nuts and bolts of the Big Lie operation were laid out 
publicly on February 17 by New York Times financial 
correspondent Edwin Dale in a lead feature article in that 
newspaper's financial pages. In a carefully worded "policy 
statement, "  worked out, according to informed sources , in 
close collaboration with the State Department, Dale praised 
the restraint of the "multi-phased" schemes for refinancing, 
rescheduling, and generally propping up Third World debt 
which were adopted by the recently concluded l00-nation 
Non-Aligned Nation's  Minister' s  Meeting in Manila. No 
"radical call for a sweeping debt moratorium has been sug
gesied by spokesmen from some of the poorer countries ," 
Dale pointed out. The proposals adopted are " moderate, ' "  
eminently "workable" ,  h e  stated. Citing a Treasury official, 
the State Department conduit then indicated Congress is 



, likel¥ tQ be "extre,m.ely reluctant" to consider anything that 
, bt service waivers or the like. 

The ink had barely dried on Dale's psywar tract when a 
herd of State Department operatives hit the phones, assert-: 
ing to foreign diplomats and lawmakers alike that "the State. 
cannot consider the option of debt moratorium because its 
hands are tied by an unwilling Congress '- as today's New 
York Times reports. "  

The State Department, for its part, i s  brazenly explicit 
about the Big Lie tactic.  Referring to the most recent session 
of, the Conference on International_Economic Cooperation in 
Paris,  which according to the February 23 Journal of Com
merce "broke up in disarray over the developing countries' 
call for sweeping revolutionary steps ," a policy planning 
officer self-righteously reported that "we tried to be 
reasonable , "  but the Third World was very demanding - and 
the talks came to no result. "No we don't have to worry about 
the Third World for 'two months , "  he chirped. 

Capitol Hill "Liberals" 
Puff State Department Bluff 

Wall Street's "liberal" mouthpieces on Capitol Hill, are 
meticulously pushing the State Department lies. An aide to 
Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-Ill) , in response to discussion of 
the momentum toward development-linked debt moratoria, 
this week raised the hoary spectre of the 1938 Johnson Act 
which declares it a crime for any individual or institution in 
the U.S .  to grant credit to any country which defaults on its 
debt to the U.S. and the New York banks . The act has never 
been used, he pointed out, but it's on the books just in case.�· . 

Another liberal Capitol Hill source insisted that the j.'eb. 23 
pro-debt tirade by mossbacked Virginian Senator Harry 
8yrd, Jr. in congressional hearings on the world debt 
problem (Byrd ceremoniously "instructed Assistant 
Secretary of State for International Monetary Affairs Paul 
Boeker to clear any debt renegotiations with Congress 
because "we want every penny on the dollar!") summed up 
"the general feeling in Congress. " 
, The parameters of this charade came full circle when this 
same source hastened to add that there were, of course, a 
"few" Good Samaritans considering a program of debt 
rescheduling - none other than the grouping around Senator 
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn) otherwise identified as the 
major Wall Street-bacKed saboteurs of development policies 
on Capitol Hill ! 

"AUTHORITATIVE" CLAIMS 

In this context the calculated use of " authoritative" claims 
to lawmakers and businessmen that "delicate negotiations" 
are underway on the debt problem, and the general cir
culation of these claims among Third World diplomatic 
circles, serves to wrap a blanket of paranoia around the 
whoie Big Lie operation. A raging dispute in key Chicago 
business circles over the drafting of a world economic policy 
statement was summarily silenced recently by these means . 
Sources close to pro-development layers in the Midwest 
acknowledge that since World Bank enforcer Costanzo last 
week told a Chicago International Trade Club audience that 
the debt problem was "huge and complex" and that 
"delicate negotiations" were going on, these same layers 
categorically refuse to discuss the debt moratorium. 

' 
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The terrible irony of the parochial dissension such a tactic 
tends to engender is the fact that any such "delicate 
negotiations' merely offer credulous Third World govern
ments the opportunity to discuss the speCific means by'" 

which' tP loot their economies and populations for the 
Atlanticists blood money - the " conditions" for so-called 
debt relief. 

THE "UPSWING" HOAX 

At the same time, the State Department and Atlanticist 
press outlets are trumpeting the equally fraudulent claim 
that Third World debt problems will be swiftly solved by the 
U.S . economic • 'upswing. " Third World countries are being 
told that with the "upswing," demand for their exports will 
turn around and they will be saved from default. The upswing 
myth is employed especially at international meetings to 
divert developing sector nations into discussions of raw 
materials prices and llway from the reality that the in
ternational trade of major exporting nations has been 
dropping at a rate of 25 to 30 per cent a month ! 

More recently this pernicious lie received prominent 
treatment in the American business weekly Business Week. 
In a feature spread, reportedly written in consultation with 
Atlanticist hatchetman and former governor of the Bank of 
Italy Guido Carli, Business Week spreads the lie that "the 
outlook for most LDCs - and their creditors - should 
remain bright so long as the world economic recovery en
dures. "  

"I don't see a crisis for the LDC's  this year, "  Charles 
Cooper, U.S . executive director at the World Bank is quoted 
as Business Week waxes long on the "optimism" of govern
ment officials and bankers. This optimism is basedl 
significantly 01\ the "government slowdown efforts" in the 
Third World - that is , import controls and genocidal 
austerity - in addition to the " worldwide economic 
recovery" and "increased financial help" from the World 
Bank and the IMF . 

Congressmen, in "closed door" briefing sessions over the 
past two weeks set up by the State Department have been 
barraged with this same hoax by enterprising Atlanticist 
thinktankers . 

The Governing Reality 

In direct contrast to the Atlanticists Big Lie, the actual 
governing reality of the Third World is characterized by pro
development political motion rapidly approaching the 
threshold of a decisive break with the cannibal dollar. 

The Third World debt crisis is in fact, far from stabilized, 
as was emphasized this week in a major feature in the 
leading West German weekly, Der Spiegel , "Developing 
Countries : A Disastrous Collapse ."  Der Spiegel quotes 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, hardly known as a radical, 
pleading: "People have to give us a few years in which we 
don't  have to pay back our debts . "  In the same article a 
Pakistani official, calling debt moratoria " inevitable," 
suggest total cancellation of debt for certain over-burdened 
countries , a proposal which echoes that advanced by Peru's 
Foreign Minister de la Flor at the Paris CIEC meetings. 

Confirming the motion of regimes like Egypt and Pakistan 
into the debt moratorium organizing led by such countries as 



Algeria and Peru, Pakistani Premier Z.A. Bhutto com
mented on the Third World debt crisis at a Stockholm press 
conference on Feb. 22. "This state of affairs cannot last for 
long," Bhutto emphasized, "Everyone knows that drastic 
measures must be taken, that the present economic order 
requires vast changes." Bhutto went on to endorse the idea of 
debt moratoria, adding "Debt moratorium cannot be 
regarded isolated as one measure, but as part of a package." 

Bhutto's package," like a number of promising moves 
toward a development perspective by Asian and African 
nations this week begs the question of the concrete in
stitutional form of a new world economic order following 
debt moratoria which has been proposed by the ICLC in the 
International Development Bank. At a meeting of the 
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) Indonesia' 
prevailed upon its fellow members to demand that countries 
with "other social systems" (Le., communist Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Laos) be included in regional economic 
planning. In Africa, the Organization of African Unity, now 
including Angola and with the radicalized liberation 
movements of southern Africa present, met in Ethiopia to 
declare African's solidarity with the oil-producing states in 
the struggle for development. 

. 

Further, indicating the penetration of the IDB concept in 
pro-debt moratorium ruling circles of Peru, that country's 
major agricultural daily El  Comercio presented the Labor 
Committee's program for crash fusion energy research 
correlated with agricultural and industrial development in 
the Third World as the scientific alternative to Brazil-style 
fascist holocaust. Significantly, the article appeard im
mediately after U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, in 
Latin America for a debt-enforcement showdown, had left 
Peru. 

Most recently, Prime Minister of Jamaica, Michael 
Manley, this week followed the call of Guyana at the Manila 
Third World meeting with a call of his own for the dumping of 
the World Bank-IMF and the creation of "a new institution" 
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- a call echoed in the pro-Soviet and influential left-wing 
Congress Party daily, the Patriot. 

No Time For Delay 

The Atlanticists' Big Lie operation on the debt question 
should fool no one - least of all the Third World nations who 
have been liberally treated to the " State Department vs. 
Treasury and allied yahoos" hard cop-soft, ,subterfuge 
since at least the September 1975 United Nations Special 
Assembly Session. In fact, led QY the core group of 
progressive developing countries - Iraq, Algeria, Peru. 
Yugoslavia - the Group of 77 developing countries is 
becoming increasingly impatient with the Atlanticists' 
refusal to negotiate seriously. Reports in the French press 
indicate that the major topic of discussion at the Paris CIEC 
conference was debt, and in particular that Peru's proposal 
for Third World debt moratorium in the name of the Group of 
77 "worried Washington."  Sources c lose to the Paris con
ference report that the Third World delegations were so 
exasperated by the sabotage of the talks by the Atlanticists 
that they threatened to break off the talks permanently if 
concrete results were not achieved by May. 

This delay, however, might be suicidal. Even while the 
insane Atlanticists are using the Big Lie tactic in a stalling 
maneuver, they are preparing to make bankrupt Argentina a 
bloody "example" of their fascist version of "debt 
moratoria." The First National City Bank of Boston reported 
late this week that Argentine Finance Minister Mondelli will 
make an announcement of "radial measures" to deal with 
Argentina 's  complete inability to pay an estimated $200 
million in due debt and an additional.$I. 1  billion due April 1 .  
Mondelli i s  expected to announce a debt moratorium, 
perhaps over the weekend - tied to explicitly fascist 
measures analogous to those imposed on Germany after 
World War II : currency reforms which would reduce the 
money supply overnight, by 90 per cent,' combined with a 
credit cutoff and further devaluation of the Argentine peso. 
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World Trade Collapses! 

U.S. Payments, Deficit Bursts Recovery Bubble 
With the Commerce Department's announcement 

yesterday that the United States ran its first balance of pay
ments deficits in 14 months during January, the entire chain 
of lies and swindles behind the "economic recovery" has 
broken at its weakest link. 

. 

The announcement of a U.S.  balance of payments deficit, 
combined with the collapse of Japanese and West German 
exports, collapses the last hopes of the Atlanticist financier 
faction that it can hold together the worldwide dollar empire. 
With the Third World on the verge of declaring a moratorium 
on dollar debt, with capitalist forces in France and Italy 
consolidating against Atlanticist dictates to wreck their econ
omies, the conditions are now ready for the creation of a new 
world economic order to sweep away the shattered remains 
of the dollar empire. 

Financial markets went into "shock, "  bankers reported, 
after the news broke on the Friday afternoon, Feb. 27, and 
financiers on both sides of the Atlantic dug in for a new wave 
of dumping of the U.S.  dollar on Monday morning. 

For weeks, officials of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, U.S . Treasury, New York 
banks , and their press conduits have dinned the same lie into 
Europe's ears : the U.S . recovery will hold up the rest of the 
capitalist world. An upswing in the U . S . ,  the lie insists , will 
hold up the export-based Western European economies, and 
increase the shattered exports of the Third World by 15  to 20 
per cent. 

Now the word is out that the U .S .  dollar's books don't 
balance, and the Atlanticist swindlers will not be able to 
deceive a blind fool. 

The facade of recovery is gone. What emerges from behind 
it is the conclusion of the final quarter of dollar finance
capital .  The last underpinning of the U .S .  dollar was the U.S .  
$11  billion payments surplus during 1975 .  January's $800 
million swing into deficit demonstrates that the U.S. dollar 
and the dollar credit system cannot finance a recovery with
out collapsing itself. Europe's and the Third World's trade 
and payments position is unravelling directly towards a 
general collapse of payments by March 31.  

The core of the U.S .  deficit is a 7 .6  per cent rise in U.S. 
imports between December and January; these imports 
enabled Western European and Japanese automakers and 
other consumer-goods producers to maintain production 
during January. In turn, Europe's auto and related con
sumer-durables sectors provided a shaky prop for its in
dustrial sector, while other critical sectors of Europe's ex
port market, principally the Third World, disintegrated. As 
a whole, Europe's and Japan's export order-books began 
shrinking three months ago. 

These imports - the "evidence" that the U.S. recovery 
would hold up the rest of the world - were a political bribe to 
Western Europe from the Atlanticist financiers. The dollar 
credit system, as the $73 million payments deficit shows. 
could not afford to finance an additional $650 million in im
ports to the U:S. - because U.S. consumers cannot afford to 
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buy them. Between December and Janua:y, unsold in
ventories of foreign cars increased from 300,000 to 440,000. 
The last prop of Western European and Japanese trade turns 
out to be a pileup in auto dealers' parking lots , financed by 
the New York international banks. 

Hyperinflation 

The end of this .swindle has set in motion a chain-reaction 
collapse throughout the world economy. By passing bad 
checks against the U.S. economy, the U.S .  banks enabled 
West Germany to raise its exports by 4 per cent during 
January. Volkswagen and Opel managed to keep the assem
bly lines rolling, while the guts of the West German economy, 
the heavy machinery, steel ,  and chemicals industries , 
continued their decline. But the marginal continuation of pro
ductive activity in West Germany enabled the banks to 
continue re-financing the debts of near-bankrupt corpor
ations. To accomodate the huge debt rollover burden, the 
monetary authorities increased money supply at the 
"banana republic" rate of 23 per cent per year. A parallel 
development took place in Japan during January, the lead 
auto exporter to the United States, where money supply is 
rising at a hyperinflationary annual rate of 28 per cent. 

By spinning huge amounts of new credit off a marginal in
crease in exports (from depression lows ) ,  West Germany 
was able to raise its imports during January by 14 per cent. 
That is, West Germany acted as a "multiplier" for the U.S. 
import-swindle in Western Europe, using its exports to the 
inventory junkheap in the U.S .  as the collateral for a much 
larger volume of imports from France, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, and other European sectors . For Western 
Europe as a whole, the Atlanticist swindle during January 
momentarily slowed the process of collapse that began 
during the last quarter of 1975. However, even with the 
puffing up of the West German and U.S .  markets, French 
exports fell by 10 per cent during January, raising the French 
balance-of-trade deficit to an annual rate of $5 billion - a 
level previously achieved by Europe's "sick men," Italy and 
Britain. France is West Germany's largest trading partner. 

Despite the "recovery" fraud, Western Europe's trade 
began to collapse in November and December; West Ger
many's foreign orders fell from an index level of 146 in Oc
tober to 134 in November and 1 1 2  in December, a drop of 30 
per cent in a sector which depends on exports for 45 per cent 
of its output. 

Third World Shutdown 
As the direct result of a credit embargo by international 

banks, the Third World has been forced to shut off imports at 
an annual rate of at least 50 per cent, pulling Europe down 
with it. The collapse of European export orders coincides 
with the decision of Atlanticist financiers to stop issuing 
short-term trade credits to all Third World countries except a 
handful of big

-
debtors such as Brazil, Mexico, and the 

Philippines. 
At this moment, the structure of world trade and 



payments, held together since December with lies, swindles, 
and rubber checks, has come unstuck. The bulge of unsold 
inventories of foreign goods in the U.S. began to choke off the 
flow of exports to America from Europe and Japan during 
February, according to preliminary estimates of indus
trialists. Shipments of goods to the Third World from the 
industrial countries began a precipitous drop during 
February. This drop will accelerate during the next three 
months, �ince shipments of goods lag three to six months 
behind the extension of trade credits; banks began cutting off 
such credits in December. 

In turn, the breakdown of Europe's production will force a 
geometric rate of collapse onto the Third World. For every 1 
per cent drop in the output of Western Europe, Western econ
omists estimate, the Third World loses 12 per cent of its ex
port earnings. 

Payments Collapse by March 31 
In the context of a collapse of world trade, the turnaround 

of the U.S. payments balance from a December surplus of 
$725 million to a January deficit of $73 million is a red-flag 
signal for an international payments breakdown. The way is 
marked out for a general payments crisis by March 31. 

Glimmers of recognition in financial circles will appear by 
Monday morning, when the dollar will lose at least .5 of 1 per 
cent of its value, according to estimates Friday. Since 1 974, 
the dollar has only survived as a result of the collapse of 
world trade, and the contraction of the capitalist sector. 
Since World War II , the U.S. has exported money and im
ported foreign goods produced with cheaper labor than avail
able at home. The accumulation of $250 billion abroad bank
rupted the dollar. 

But the U.S. ran a balance of payments surplus during 1975 
of $12 billion, the first surplus in almost 20 years, as a direct 
result of the depression, which cut off U.S. imports from the 
rest of the world. This payments surplus corresponded to 
huge deficits for Western Europe and the Third World, which 
raised foreign demand for dollars to finance these deficits. 
U.S. banks shipped $26 billion abroad during 1975 to refinance 
other countries' payments deficits. 

The game has ended for the dollar. By flooding the credit 
markets with funds, the U.S. monetary authorities made 
possible the temporary refinancing of Italy, Britain, France, 
and the Third World, and gave the swindle-recovery a few 
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months' more borrowed time. The spillover of unwanted 
dollars onto short-term money markets throughout the world 
has created the conditions for a new general run agaim;t tr ... 
dollar. Two weeks ago, after New York banks provoked an 
attack on the Italian lira and French franc, the dollar im
mediately came under attack. 

By March 3 1 ,  the conjuncture of three related develop
ments will tear apart the international payment� !'!ystem: 

First, the U.S. monetary authorities have re .. .  , j in panic 
to the threat of a collapse of the dollar, and the spectre of 
speculative cycle identical to the period immediately before 
October 1929. To avert this, the Federal Reserve tightened 
credit this week - virtually ensuring that the speculative 
"upswing" of the past weeks will lead directly to a bust in the 
credit markets. Worse, under conditions of credit. austerity in 
the U.S., international banks will have to reverse the flow of 
funds abroad that provided $26 billion worth of refinancin� 
during 1975. 

Second, the last credits available to Third World countries 
before New York banks slapped down an embargo in 
December are now coming due. With no market for their 
exports and no credits available, Third World countries will 
begin to default by the end of March. 

Last, the payments position of European countries has not 
yet reflected the trade collapse of the last three months. At 
the end of February, bankers report, the monthly settling of 
payments balances showed that France, Italy, Britain, and 
Scandinavia were receiving their last paym�nts from the 
swindle-recovery. Payments in international trade normally 
take place a month or more after goods are shipped and 
delivered. All of the trade downturn since December will be 
concentrated into the clearing of payments at the end of 
March. Western Europe will have vast needs for new financ
ing, precisely at the moment when the U.S. banks will not be 
able to provide it. 

The Atlanticist banks are aware of this predicament, as far 
as the consequences for Western Europe are concerned: they 
pro.iect a sudden deflation of the European economies by 
March, a chain reaction of bankruptcies, production shut
downs-and Bruening governments throughout the continent. 
If the Atlanticists fail to crush Europe politically in a very 
few days, there will be no more dollar empire at the end of 
March. 
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Burns Tightens The Credit Screws 

F�d with a liquidity cri'sis which threatens a 
speculatiw spinl And a coll«pse of the dollar, Federal Re
serve. Board Chairman' Arthur Burns has panicked and 
tighteDecl the credit screws. In the last ten days Burns has 
drained the banking system of over $1 billion of lendable 
funds and pushed up the entire interest rate structure. Burns' 
intention, much like the Central Banker who occupied his 
chair in August 1929, is to prevent billions of dollars of foot
loose funds from feeding an imminent speculative boom-bust 
cycle and an international run on the dollar. His actions, 
however, also like his predecessor's, threatens to remove the 
paper facade of the currently touted U.S. "upswing" and 
engulf the dollar system in a deflationary spiral beyond even 
the imagination of people like decrepit old Burns who sur
vived the 1 930s experience. 

Speculators have wasted little time in drawing such 
analogies. In the last two trading days the stock market has 
fallen by 22 points and the bond market by comparative 
amounts . If Burns' "fine tuning" moves continue, as most 
Wall Street economists expect, however, there is no reason 
why the downward spiral should s'top there; like in 1929-31 ,  
once the paper frills of  prosperity are stripped away and 
stocks, bonds, debt-instruments, and mortgages converge on 
their real worthlessness, then chain reaction liquidation sets 
in as everyone runs for cash to cover their bills. In domino
style, the fraudulent "upswing, " the U.S . multinational 
banks and the entire dollar payments sytem goes down. 

What Is a Liquidity Crisis? 
The unavoidability of this chain reaction process lies in the 

nature and build-up of the liquidity crisis itself. A liquidity 
crisis of the kind that has erupted is not what it appears to be. 
To an empiricist fool like Burns, a liquidity crisis is an excess 
of funds with no place to go but into such speculative outlets 
as the stock, currency, commodities and real estate markets. 
According to this view, the crisis can be simply corrected by 
stepping on the credit brakes; no harm need be done since 
most of these funds allegedly represent "spare cash" for 
mere speculative amusements. 

In reality, a liquidity crisis is the deepest expression of 
capitalist illiquidity ; it is a situation in which there exists an 
actual shortage of funds relative to the debt service require
ments of the dollar system itself. Under conditions such as 
those building since the late 1960s - in which the real 
economy has generated insufficient profit to meet debt 
payment schedules on capitalist paper stocks, bonds and 
loans - two "solutions" were undertaken to postpone a 
credit collapse. First, the Federal Reserve as the "lender of 
last resort" injected whatever amounts of new credit the 
circulation of major categories of debt required. Second, in 
so far as this remained insufficient, corporations rechan
nelled circulating capital normally used for operating ex
penses and real investments into debt-service. Such new 
credit infusions themselves bear interest costs and must earn 
income. But to the extent that this mass of paper expands 
more rapidly than the ability of shrinking production to 
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generakl, profits to�support them, such "excess" funds .rush 
into whatever speculative outlets can earn t.llem the .paper 
profits to cover current account debt service. Such specula
tion becomes the life and death of the system. However, the 
increased profits they generate require additional paper to 
circulate ... ad infinitum until an inflationary bankruptcy like 
the one currently underway. On the other hand, if credit is 
contracted, a payments crisis erupts overnight and the house 
of paper profits falls apart. 

This process has been going on for several months in 
condensed form. To review : by the fall of 1975 the year-long 
depression in world production and trade - a managed 
liquidation to finance the debt requirements of the dollar 
sector - weakened and severely undermined the ability of 
such dollar debtors as Third World governments (Zaire, 
Argentina, Chile, and Peru particularly) ,  U .S .  municipalities 
(New York City) and bankrupt corporations (W. T. Grants) 
to service their debts and thus threatened an openly acknow
ledged chain reaction collapse. With the New York banks and 
their off-shore Euro-dollar branches taking the brunt of these 
threatened defaults, Fed Chairman Burns carried out 
massive credit transfusions into the banking system both to 
refinance the weak links of the dollar credit system and to 
provide New York banks with a reserve cushion against 
threatened deposit runs. 

A sizable portion of these funds was instantly shipped 
abroad by the New York banks to their off-shore branches in 
the Euro-dollar market to refinance Third World and Italian 
and British debt. During the fourth quarter alone a record of 
$4.5 billion in such reserves were shifted abroad. 

"Got to Loan to Someone . . .  " 

The expansion of such credit under conditions of relative 
economic stagnation has produced the very crisis which so f 
alarms Chairman Burns. First, this mass of newly created' 
bank reserves on which banks must themselves pay interest 
costs have no outlets but in refinancing operations of these 
sectors which earn them no income returns. Second, the run
off of ootstanding good loans by corporations, which have no 
recovery expectations and therefore no need to borrow, has 
only piled them up with more reserves on which they can 
earn next to nothing. As a hysterical New York banker ob
served, "As long as the Fed keeps the money pumping in the 
U.S., the banks have got to loan to someone . . .  but the real 
problem is who else do the banks have to lend to but bankrupt 
Third World countries? Certainly industrial loan demand in 
the U.S. will remain flat." 

To offset such unwanted accumulations of reserves these 
banks have liquidated their "purchased deposits" (blocs of 
$1 00,000 deposits usually purchased by corporations) as fast 
as they mature. While this momentarily eases the problems 
of the bank�, it simply transfers it to corporations who are 
themselves left with excess of short-term money on which 
they cannot earn income to meet their own bills (to the 
banks). 



Predictably, this has produced a panic spiral as financial 
intermediaries rush into whatever speculative outlets they 
can get their hands on. Thus the present speculative binge ; 
billions of dollars have poured into.. the stock and bond 
markets creating a "bull" market rally. This,  however, does 
not represent confidence in the soundness of the market as it 
is currently being interpreted. "The basic reason for this 
long rally , "  notes one of the few W aU Street bond tr:aders. not . 
hanging from the ceiling, "'is not a conviction by institutions 
that rates will be coming down, but rather an abundance of 
cash." What are the corporations doing with the money they 
are raising on the bond market? Spending it on plant and 
equipment as is normally done? Wrong. They are reinvesting 
in the, stock market ! 

It is this speculative hysteria that has, produced the .' 
fraudulent consumer-led "upswing." Individuals invest in 
stocks whose price skyrockets. The individual thinks he is 
wealthier so he decides to buy appliances and a car, and the 
banks desperate for borrowers to pay 13 . 38 per cent interest 
lends them the money to do so. Corporations such as the auto 
companies take this as a sign of consumer confidence and 
run up production schedules. In turn, the increase in 
production becomes a sign of "ec;:onomic recovery, "  and 
further fuels the stock market rally .. 

All this has produced gross pyramiding otherwise referred 
. to as the economic recovery of 1 9.76. The incompetent. 
Democratic Party-linked economic think tank, the Brookings 
Institute, has produced a "theory of recovery" .on this basis 
suggesting that the stock market's 1 80 point rise OVer the past 
six months has increased the paper value of equities by $225 
billion, which they project will produce collateral for ad
ditional $27 billion .of consumer loans and subsequent spen
ding. This in spite of the continued erosion of the real issues 

of the population. 
This process cannot continue without greater and greater 

_ credit infusions to circ;ulate such paper-inflated wealth. 
, When this happens , the speculative bubble feeds on itself 

until the dollar itself faces collapse. 
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This is precisely what is happening and Burns understands 
at least this much ; to quote from a May 6, 1975 speech : 
"While inflation may begin slowly in an economy operating 
at high pressure, it inevitably gathers ,momentum. A state of 
euphoria . tends .to develop, economic decision-making 
becomes distorted, managerial and financial practices 
deteriorate, speculation becomes rampant, industrial and 
financial imbalances pile up, and the strength of the national 
economy is slowly but surely sapped. That is the harsh truth 
that the history of business cycles teaches us ."  

The much harsher truth Burns does not want to  or  is not 
equipped to see. The attenuation of monetary expansion he is 
committed to for the moment will instantly produce precisely 
the collapse that such credit infusions over the past several 
months were designed to avert. The apparent prosperity of 
the upswing will blow to pieces. as consumers and producers 
follow in suit with the stock market crash. Banks faced with a 
shortage of reserve to cover the corporate defaults which witl 
ensue will return the billions of dollars previously shipped 
abroad to cover their positions; the rest of the dollar sector, 
meanwhile, will thus be deprived of the funds with which to 
finance an account deficit itself ensued by the collapse of 
exports to the United States. In a replay of 1931 the rellow of 
dollars to the United States wil l  starve Europe; Japan, and 
the Third World of needed credit. Chain reaction defaults, a 
precipitous contraction of world trade and the final collapse 
of the dollar empire'will follow. 
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Soviet Congress Adopts 

A World Development Policy 

];)evelop&rimtts . at . the 25th Congress of the Commun-ist 
Patty of the Soviet Union now taking place in Moscow, 
combined with direct evidence of Soviet diplomatic initia
tives around the world signal a decisive shift. The 
Kremlin leadership has now committed itself to a policy of 
expanding world trade and development as the basis for 
strategic thinking. 

In his opening report, party leader Leonid Brezhnev an
nounced that the Soviet Union rejects absolutely a hands-off 
attitude to global economic and ecological problems ,  such as 
the exhaustion of energy resources and the spread of disease. 
(Quoted extensively, page 5 . )  In implementation of the 
Brezhnev directives, the Soviets have already begun open 
diplomacy in the Third World in support of revolutionary and 
pro-development forces, highlighted by strong statements of 
support to revolutionary developments in Africa in the Soviet 
press .  

The Brezhnev report followed a rapid-fire series of pro
trade statements by influential Soviet government officials 
in the days preceding the Congress . Brezhnev went out of his 
way to stress that a unified approach to "polities, economics, 
diplomacy, business, industrial production, and trade" in 
foreign economic relations is the view of the entire Central 
Committee of the party. The practical implications to the 
Oblomovists - victims of the ideological disease of hiding 
under the blankets from the reality of the "outside" world -
could not be clearer. 

The Soviet Union is now better able than ever before to 
implement this internationalist outlook, previously put 
forward as the core of the Soviet open diplomacy response to 
the threat of nuclear war in the spring of 1 975. The dramatic 
break of the NATO-run Western Communist Party leader
ships from Moscow, which has become the pivot of the 
Congress, removes a considerable block from Soviet" stra
t�gic thinking. The Soviet leaders no longer have to be ham
pered by worries over anticipated French or Italian "Com
munist Party" reactions to their political moves . With their 
hands freed in that respect, the Soviets are simultaneously 
getting the message that the non-aligned countries , es
pecially, require crucial Soviet backing against the At
lanticist debt-extractors . 

Open Diplomacy 
The collapse of world trade this week provides the urgent 

context for the following diplomatic steps in the developing 
sector, taken in coordination with Brezhnev' s  report and 
aimed at an increased, leading Soviet role in organizing 
world triangular trade and development : 

In Peru, in the aftermath of Henry Kissinger's visit there, 
the Soviet ambassador held an extraordinary press con
ference citing the strong relations between the Soviet Union 
and Peru. The ambassador called for further economic 

cooperation and in this context pointed to the Comeion trade 
and development agreements already signed with Iraq and 
Mexico. 

Simultaneously, the Czech daily Rude Pravo carried an 
East German-authored attack on the World Bank, and 
especially the Inter-American Bank for Development, as the 
U.S . ' s  tool to loot Latin America.  The article recommended 
taking the IABD out from under U.S .  control and instituting it 
as a Latin American-controlled bank capable of dealing with 
other industrial capitalist countries like Japan and Western 
Europe - and implicitly Comecon. This kind of suggestion is 
pointing directly at a tri-sector trade perspective. 

The Soviet ambassador to Zambia, Dimitrii Belokolos, 
released a statement on the occasion of the 25th Party 
Congress in which he said that economic aid for development 
is a crucial part of Soviet support for southern African 
liberation struggles. Exactly the same point was made by 
Cuban leader Fidel Castro in his address to the Moscow 
Congress. Castro stressed that due to the existence of the 
socialist community and the changes brought about in the 
world by the October Revolution and the defeat of fascism, 
more than 100 colonial countries around the world have been 
able to achieve independence.  

Although Soviet and Comecon negotiations with advanced 
sector capitalists have a much lower profile, it is known that 
Soviet Chamber of Commerce head Boris Borisov, who 
visited Italy to push East-West trade earlier this month, is 
now touring Chicago, Atlanta, New York and other U.S. cities 
with a large delegation. 

Prior Deployments 
In the two weeks prior to the opening of the 25th Congress,  

Comecon and Soviet trade officials gave encouragement and 
an opening to pro-development industrialists in Western 
Europe. It is this openess that Brezhnev has now given his 
authoritative backing. 

At a Moscow press conference Feb. 18, Comecon Secretary 
Nikolai Faddeev revealed the details of Comecon's proposal 
for cooperation to the European Economic Community 
( EEC). These included : 

* A joint study of currency and finance questions, in an
ticipation of permitting both sides to grant credits under 
most favorable conditions; 

* Development of agricultural trade between the two 
halves of Europe on a long-term basis as well as more 
standard provisions for "non-discriminatory" trade. 

Faddeev, who is usually the spokesman for major 
Comecon initiatives, had not called a press conference since 
announcing Comecon's proposals for trade and-development 
agreements with non-member countries in last summer. This 
led to treaties with Iraq and Mexico. 



At the same time, the Soviet government daily Izvestia ran 
two important interviews. 

On Feb. 19, Soviet Foreign Trade Minister Nikolai 
Patolichev explained why the Soviet economy precludes an 
isolationist policy. "At the present time,i' he told Izvestia, 
"there is practically not a single branch of the national 
economy of the USSR which is not linked with foreign 
trade ... The Soviet Union stri'Ves to successfully utilize all the 
advantages of the international division of labor." PatolicheV' 
referred to successful bilateral cooperation of Sovqet in
dustry with Japan and Italy in particular, with the im
plication that much more cooperation is n�eded. 

Just before the Congress opened, Izvestia interviewed 
Gerhard Weiss, a Comecon executive official from the 
German Democratic Republic who last week delivered 
Comecon's proposal for cooperation talks with the European 
Economic Community (EEC) . Weiss stated definitively that 
autarkical retrenchment cannot be an effective Comecon 
policy:  "The Comecon's decisive rejection of any autarkical 
aspirations and its. open character are defined in the 
organization's Charter. Its complex program for socialist 
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integration .. .  provides for possible participation by interested 
thrid countries in carrying out that program - on a mutually 
acceptable basis, in certain forms."  The Comecon proposal, 
which incorporates pan-European agricultural development 
and calls fro negotiating trade finance changes, and Weiss' 
restatement of Comecon cooperation principles address 
Italian and other pro-development politicians who have said 
that industriai integration with �e Comecon sector is the 
alternative to their economies' destruction as slaves to the 
dollar. 

Prior to the Comecon moves, the Belgrade press had 
confirmed that Yugoslavia, a leading political force in the 
Third World among the non-alligned nations as well as a 
c lose associate of Comecon, was one of the main pushers of 
debt moratoria at the recent Manila meeting of the Group of 
77 non-alligned nations. Yugoslav government represen
tative J. Smole (the regular ambassador to Moscow) 
declared at Manila "As long as the recession lasts, 
repayment of debts. should be postponed for these 
(developing) countries, because this would help to revive 
production and would be in the interests of not only the 
developing nations but also the advanced countries. " 
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Patch-Up Job On . Ital ian Lira 

Is OV8'rShadowed By Pol itical Crisis 

The 'financial enforcers of Wall  Street's "dollar
deutschemark axis" scenario moved on Feb. 26 to stabi
lize the Italian lira prior to Monday's scheduled reopen
ing of the official Italian foreign exchange markets, in 
return for whatever mayhem the Banca d'Italia can pull off 
against the Italian economy. 

In a desperate measure to regain control and patch up the 
Italian end of the Atlanticists' scenario for devaluing all 
European currencies except the mark, the West German and 
U.S .  central banks coughed up bailout loans to Italy of $500 
million each. Paolo Baffi. the Atlanticist agent who heads the 
Banca d ' Italia. the Italian central bank. has obliged by 
summarily removing the Bank's export subsidies to Italian 
industry and tightening domestic credit to the point of virtual 
shutoff. Meanwhile, Gianni Agnelli - the Rockefeller-allied 
owner of FIAT - in the past two days has filled the press with 
demands for "more sacrifices" than the Bank of Italy alone 
is authorized to implement. 

"Do or Die" 
Italy's pro-development forces led by industrialist Eugenio 

Cefis, Socialist Giacomo Mancini. and Budget Minister 
Giulio Andreotti have repeatedly made it clear that they 
regard austerity as insane, and that they will fight for high
technology capital investmen� as the only way to save the 
ecol!omy. The question is whether the pro-development 
group understands the present conjuncture as demanding a 
"do or die" fight. Either they will declare debt moratorium 
now. or there will be little left to fight for in the weeks ahead. 

What NATO mouthpiece Agnelli brands as the "soft" 
austerity program of the Banca d'Italia has already cut 
domestic credit by 40-50 per cent through a 33 per cent in
crease in the central bank's discount rate for loans over the 
period of just one month. This "soft" austerity will idle yet 
another 30 per cent of Italian industry by next summer. 
bringing about a scale of devastation unparalleled since the 
post-World War II Allied occupation of Europe. 

No one. including the central bankers who put together the 
patch job for Italy. expects the financial arrangement to last 
more than a few days. A U.S .  Federal Reserve Bank spokes
man complains that "all we can get together for Italy is two 
billion dollars. "  provided the stalled loan guarantees from 
the European Economic Community (EEC) for another $1 
billion goes through. When pressed further as to the chances 
of succeeding at the dollar-deutschemark axis instantly. the 
Fed spokesman threw up his hands admitting : "No one 
knows which way it will go .. . it 's a political problem. "  

Bent o n  drawing a s  much blood as possible before the 
entire debt structure blows uP. the EEC at Wall Street's 
command is demanding now that the Banca d'ltalia increase 
the discount rate by yet another percentage point to 9 per 
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cent and drain domestic liquidity by an incredible 1J p�r. 
cent, before the new billion-dollar· loan to Italy can be 
guaranteed. Such measures would deal the deathblow to 
credit-starved Italian industry and municipalities . 

War of Attrition 
The blackmail against Italy is just the 'beginning of a "war 

of attrition" which the New York banks have announced 
against Europe as a whole, to devalue every European 
currency except that of West Germany, the assiine� debt 
collector, sector by sector. 

Bank of America's Milan office spokesman summed up the 
tactic thus : "Now that the lira is down 30 per cent, we'll have 
to move on the French franc ,  the Belgian franc , and the 
Danish kroner. Then to the rest of Scandinavia. Sure, this will 
destroy European industry. That's why we want to do it 
slowly . . .. Sure, this means Briining governments (Briining 
was the last German chancellor before Hitler - ed. )  through
out Europe." 

For precisely this reason, resistance to Wall Street by 
Italian industrialists and politicians will be immediately 
joined, not only by the combative Italian working class but by 
powerful forces elsewhere in Europe. Former NATO econo
mist Yves Laulan, in the French business weekly Le 
Nouvelle Economiste, in a dramatic accomodation to the 
anti-NATO battle of French Gaullist industrialists, this week 
denounced the devaluation on the (correct) grounds that 
raising the costs of raw materials to French industry would 
be disastrous . The Swedish Foreign Ministry is making a 
similar move for market-needy Swedish industry by sup
porting Third World debt moratoria. 

Even the supposed accomplices and enforcers of the Wall 
Street scheme, the West Germans , have become increasingly 
unpredictable as slaves of their U .S .  Occupation masters, 
since the consequences of revaluing the mark - the total 
collapse of the West German export sector - are hitting 
industrial layers . 

Wall Street spokesmen were talking boldly in the beginning 
of the week of moving the timetable on implementing their 
dollar-detuschemark scheme. Their plan called for 
devaluation of the franc and upvaluation of the deut
schemark, in some combination which would produce a 10 
per cent differential between the two. Meanwhile, the weaker 
currencies such as the lira were to be put through the 
wringer. After Wall st. began to implement its plan, rumors 
of an impending devaluation, circulated by the New York 
banks and their agents in Europe, triggered a run on the 
franc on Monday and Tuesday. 

The Atlanticists also zeroed in on the lira. The oil 
multinationals dumped trillions in the Italian currency onto 
the forex markets on Tuesday, causing a 3 per cent drop in 



the lira's value against the deustchemark. Italy was forced to 
use its precious reserves to prevent the' currency from falling 
through its floor. 

But by midweek the political opposition was too great and a 
Fed spokesman indicated that a change of strategy was 
required : "There is so much opposition to devaluation that 
we will have to sneak up on it. " 

The Lira began to stabilize as the attacks subsided. Then 
with Bundesbank support and the rumor of the EEC loan 
about to go through, the Lira finaUy reached the level of ' 
trading it had had on the day before the attack began. 

There were other factors besides political opposition which 
made a pullback a more attractive strategy. The end of the 
month necessity for settling international trade accounts 

generated demand for the same currencies which were being 
dumped artifically by the central banks.  In addition, banking 
sources reported that if the multimationals were to continue 
to specualte against either the lira or the franc they would 
have to go into the market and borrow currencies, since the 
petty cash box of their French and Italian subsidiaries were 
already drained. 

The pullback to a war of attrition tactic has exposed the 
whole P9litical character of the attack on the Lira and franc. 
At least one major New York bank· expressed the fear that 
this exposure will only weaken the Wall Street position of 
control and produce an even greater resolve on the part of the 
Europeans not to go along with the dollar detuschemark 
scheme. 

l l A  
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Atlantlclsts Fantaslze On Col lecting Third World Debt ; 

Plan . Argentina Triage As Lesson On Moratoria 

Feb. 29 (IPS) - The Third World's increasing cohesiveness 
and willingness to carry out debt moratoria and the creation 
of a new international institution for development have 
brought forth from the U.S .  Atlanticists some demented and 
fantasy-filled plans for assuring the continuation of im
perialism over the next few weeks - i .e .  the collection of 
their. fr.awulent:debts. 

lJpper:mos:t in their plaDs is the anempt this weekeul.to 
makeAr.gen.tiDa:an.eximpll! f� the �est.of tbe·TliirdWotld·()f 
what will happen to them if they can't or won't pay their 
debts. With a slew of top International Monetary Fund and 
Chase Manhattan officials currently in Argentina, the 
AtIanticists will try to have the Argentinian Finance Minister 
Mondelli announce a "radical" new economic plan that 
according to Folha de Sao Paulo,the Brazilian newspaper tied 
to pro-development currents among industrialists. will be the 
equivalent to the shock treatment" that the AtIanticist al
lies imposed on West German immediately following World 
War II .  This would include having Argentina go through 
"bankruptcy."  default on the more that $200 million debt
service and devt payments now coming due. a massive 
devaluation and the removal from the circulation of huge 
amounts of the Argentine peso. In short. the engineered 
moratorium would mean the complete triage of every sector 
of the Argentinian economy ; a "debt moratorium" that will 
not appear attractive to anyone. 
the Argentinian situation provides the clearest proof of just 

how fantasy-filled. although dangerous. the Atlanticists' 
plans are. It is doubtful whether such shock treatment can be 
carried out even in Argentina. at this point. On the left. such a 
program would give the Montoneros and other guerrillas the 
massive and total support of the working c lass. thus ex
ploding a possibly uncontrollable civil war. In the military. 
armed forces commander Gen. Videla and his coterie would 
be more than reluctant to allow such a program to go 
through. The reason being that such a program would give 
the pro-Brazilian and pro-Chilean minority factions in the 
armed forces the upper hand at that point. making Argentina 
merely a puppet of the fascist Brazilian gorillas. 

The Third World Advances 
The advances in the Third World that are driving the 

Atlanticists to the breaking point were highlighted this week 
by Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manley's call for the 
dumping of the IMF and World Bank and for the creation of a 
new institution that would provide the basis of Third World 
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development. Manley was in fact echoing the more explicit 
call for the debt moratorium and the creation of the Inter
national Development Bank made by Guyanan Foreign 
Minister Wills at the recent Manila meeting of the Group of 77 
developing nations . Simultaneously. a similar focusing on the 
dissolution of the IMF and World Bank was made by the 
Patriot, the independent . leftist daily of India. thus lending 
credence to . the reports that the m·eeting of Commonwealth 
nations now going on in London is seriously discussing the 
carrying out of debt moratoria and the creation of a new 
institution. India. Jamaica and Guyana are all members of 
the Commonwealth. 

Orville Freeman for the Atlanticists 
An important indication of the vicious fantasies of the 

Atlanticists was a recent interview. leaked to IPS . with 
former Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman. Freeman. 
currently head of Business International. a consulting firm. 
serves as a top AtIanticist mediator between the Third 
World.  the Federal government and the New York banks . His 
most notable recent "mediation" was to help hustle the 
Mexican finance ministry into imposing austerity. Laying his 
cards on the table. Freeman stated that 99If one country 
declares a debt moratorium it will turn into a big hole. it will 
become completely isolated. If · several countries. or the 
whole of the Group of 77. declare debt moratoria. then there 
will be complete economic chaos. depression and war." He 
went on to state that the current blackmail being waged 
against the Third World consists of trying to force those 
countries to implement suicidal slave-labor agricultural 
policies at which point the banks would consider providing 
more credits . The content of this policy was laid out by 
Freeman : "They have not had the right agricultural policy. 
They have refused to implement it . . .  . It  will take a famine 
situation to get them to do this . "  In short. collection of debts 
and triage is the only policy of the Atlanticists . with promises 
of more credit as the hustle. 

Freeman stated that what has to be guaranteed is that no 
debt moratoria occur during the next few months. According 
to Freeman's fantasy. by later this year and into 1977. the full 
effects of the U.S. recovery will allow for expansion of credit 
and thus end the crisis of Third World debt. Of course the fact 
is that there has been no recovery and there will be no 
recovery. Those who choose to believe Freeman's 
imaginings are setting themselves up to be subjected to 
genocidal triage. 

. ,. 
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u . s. Upswing 

The treasury office of the General Motors Corporation 
indicated Thursday that not one penny of its planned $2.6 
billion 1976 spending program has yet been allocated. The 
GM official cited as a reason for the company's 
procrastination to a New York-based auto-industry analyst 
that most of GM's assembly plants are still operating on a 
single shift. 

Only three weeks ago when the ambitious retooling 
program was first announced, the international press had 
played it up as a key indicator of business confidence in the 
strength of the U.S. recovery. Middle level management 
officials , who monitor the day-to-day operations of cor
porations, however, likely found the announcement a fraud 
from the start. Their ledger sheets already show a backlog of 
unsold inventories. However, while marketing "experts" 
were churning out surveys about increased car sales based 
primarily on phoney government indicators and wishful 
thinking, industry sales reports remained basically nat. 

Yet GM and Ford continue to publicly insist that the 
recovery is here. On Feb. 26, industry spokesmen announced 
that they were bullish on sales prospects and planned to 
produce 823,000 new cars during the month of March - or a 
23 per cent increase over last month' s  figures. The stated 
intention of the production increase is to add some 100,000 
cars to dealer inventories next month. Yesterday's  Wall 
Street Journal attempted to imply that there was some 
reason behind these inexplicable actions : "Detroit's  
strategy, industry analysts say, is to make sure that there 
are enough cars on hand in dealerships to match the expected 
sales pickup that normally occurs in Spring." Dealer in
ventories however have been doing alot of multiplying on
their own since few people are now buying new cars. In
ventory backlogs were already $ 1 .4 million on January 1, will 
now with the new addition be a whopping 1.7 million. 

But as competent middle management personnel should 
already realize. there is not going to be a "normal spring 
sales" pickup because this is by no means a "normal 
Spring."  The only reason that sales had gone up at all last fall 
was a massive injection of consumer credit through the 
extension of auto installment loans ( $ 3 . 2  billion in new loans 
last March increased to $4 .2 billion by last December) . There 
is only so far that the industry can be carried on such credit 
buying - and as many analysts realize. it has already 
reached its outer limits . 

One analyst at a leading New York commercial bank. 
commenting on the fact that auto dealers are now extending 
loans of up to 48 months maturity to increase sales said that 
this sort of huckstering was associated with what the in
dustry called the "lunatic fringe in the 1950' s." Another, after 
ranting over the Wall St. Journal's " straight" coverage of 
the poor state of the industry. claimed that he knew the in
dustry could be faced with a huge inventory glut if the sales 
bubble burst. He insisted however. that nobody could predict 
if this was indeed going to happen. 

But even more trouble is in store for the U.S. auto industry, 
shortly. Foreign car dealers' inventories increased by an 
incredible 100.000 cars during January. bringing the total 

supply of foreign cars on hand to the equivalent of 120 days of 
sales (60 days is considered optimal) . This piling up of in
ventories accounted for the entire increase of auto imports in 
January. (Since these auto imports were a key factor in 
preventing the collapse of the Japanese. W.German and 
related European economies, the upcoming bust of the U.S .  
car market will have devastating effects . )  
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The huge supply of cars will immediately force foreign 
dealers to attempt to regain at least a portion of their rapidly 
dwindling share of the U.S .  market througb price-cutting. 
loan maturity extensions , etc. 

Durable Goods Orders Hoax 

The press. meanwhile, played up figures released by the 
Commerce Department Feb. 26 that allege that durable 
goods orders rose last month by 2 . 3  per cent. As is the case 
with most government figures ,  to the extent that they are not 
outright lies they are totally deceptive. In this case, the 
figure is a little bit of both. 

The reported rise. which was less than $ 1  billion in total · 
dollar amount was more than accounted for by a rise of 
almost $1.2 billion in machine orders . $ 600 "million of the 
latter increase was credited to new orders for com
munications equipment - an almost 100 per cent rise in last 
month's figures. 

But where are such orders going? No one seems to know -
which opens for speculation the possibility of deliberate 
fraud by Commerce Department officials. Even the most 
ardent proponents of the recovery hoax usually admit that no 
one is really spending anything on new plant and equipment 
or replacement of broken down equipment - a fact attested 
to by the aforementioned GM disclaimer on its billion dollar 
retooling program. George Christie. Vice President and the 
chief economist for the Dodge division of McGraw-Hill ad
mitted as much Feb. 26 when he reported that "the critical 
upturn in commercial and industrial  building had yet to 
materialize. " 

The reason behind the continued weakness of demand for 
industrial machinery was underscored by a McGraw-Hill 
report issued Feb. 27 which produces the most reliable 
statistical indicators on machinery, that U .S. industrial 
firms operated at only 73.5 per cent of capacity during 
January. the same rate as December. (This would also tend 
to indicate that the rise in industrial production in December 
and January reported by the Federal Reserve Board is solely 
based on speed-up of the workforce since capacity utilization 
has not increased.) " 

Consumer Income and Retail Sales Collapse 

The actual weakness of U.S. industry was highlighted by 
reports of the continued collapse of consumer income. On 
Feb. 25 the Labor Department reported that the hourly 
wages for factory workers remained unchanged from 
December to January. This translates to a 10 per cent drop 
annually when the effects of inflation are taken into con-



sideration. The next day the Commerce Department 
reported that per capita disposable income barely increased 
from the third to the fourth quarter of 1 975. 

This underlying weakness of consumer demand has made 
the retail industry itself extremely pessimistic,  despite the 
spate of newspaper headlines about retail sales pickup and 
consumer confidence. One analyst quoted in the Feb. 25 New 
York Post noted that retail stores are not increasing in
ventories for fears of being caught in an overexposed position 
when the euphoria breaks. This indicates that some business 
management personnel, who, unlike press conduits of the 
"recovery" lie have at least a minimal "bottom line" con
nection to reality, are not taking the "recovery" seriously. 
Another analyst, who correctly predicted the 1974 inventory 
collapse, noted the flatness in retail sales and said that this 
could not continue for very long prior to sales turning 
downwards . (Sales have already turned downward as 
January figures show. )  A third analyst reported to the extent 
that retail sales have not already collapsed, it is almost 
solely attributable to the fact that stores are literally pushing 
their merchandise out the door - at cut rate prices. Industry 
sources note that this leaves particularly the weaker stores 
in precarious positions. The ones who can't compete will be 
forced out of the shrinking market. One such marginal chain, 
W.T. Grant's has already been deliberately bankrupted and 
indications are that other retailers will soon be forced by cut 
throat pricing practices to follow. 

The Paper Boom 

But the government waited until the week's end to attempt 
to play their biggest trick on the gullible. After six months of 
flatness ,  the index of 12 leading economic indicators showed 
a sharp rise - 2.7 per cent - last month the government 
economist announced. A closed examination of this so-called 
rise shows it to be a paper hoax. Discounting for the moment 
the fact that previously announced rises in the indicator 
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index over the last months were later revised downward a 
few weeks later, the figure nonetheless "proves" that the 
only booming "sector" of the nation's economy is stock 
brokerage houses - the pure paper speculation. Last 
month's jump in the Dow average produced a 10 per cent rise 
in the portion of the index that deals with the stock values. 
Had this speculation not taken place there would likely have 
been a slight rise, which again would have disappeared after 
certain inexplicable readjustments were made. 

The "Boom" In Bonds 

In addition to the stock market, the bond market also 
became a temporary haven for speculative funds this week. 
This occured despite the fact that investors expected interest 
rates to rise and thus their bond prices to plummet. This 
seemingly illogical behavior is accounted for by the 
following : with the collapse of industrial production and 
hence productive investment outlets, the pool of funds which 
the Federal Reserve has been pumping into the economy is 
willing to risk high losses in desperate efforts for short-term, 
Quick speculative profits . 

The Federal Reserve Board, fearing the speculative fever, 
which, rather than an actual "recovery, "  is the reality of the 
U.S .  economic situation today, moved to tighten credit 
toward the end of the week. As a result, the stock market fell 
22 points Feb. 26 and Feb. 27, while the government and 
corporate bond market fell 20 to 25 basis points Feb. 27. 

The rapid fall in the stock and bond markets in response to 
the Federal Reserve's mild moves indicates the bind that 
Wall Street financiers are in. Any attempt to control the 
speculative credit expansion threatens to collapse the entire 
structure, yet supporting the system through credit infusion 
merely aggravates the speculative and inflationary ten
dencies . This dilema will be reflected in continued crises of 
the dollar financial system and almost day-by-day flip-flops 
in capitalist "policy" as the Wall St. Atlanticists try to 
"square the circle" between hyper-inflation and collapse. 
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Terror On Capitol Hill 

WASHINGTON,D.C.  Feb.28 (IPS) - The Harriman
Rockefeller cabal moved this week to create a witch hunt 
atmosphere on Capitol Hill. Using the manufactured con
troversy over the leak of the House Intelligence Committee's 
"sealed report" on CIA activities as a touch off point, a spate 
of legislation calling for Congressional self-policing was 
proposed to isolate and terrif� those Senators and 
Congressmen who might dare speak out on controversial 
issues - such as debt moratoria and world reconstruction. 
The frightened Congress would then be ready to place a 
rubber stamp on various "enabling acts" that will set up a 
domestic police state - and effectively legislate Congress 
out of existence. 

Last week, talk of an impending Third World debt 
moratoria swept the Hill. State Department agents and a 
gaggle of Congressional "inside" men set up a series of 
seminars on the debt question to lay down the line - the 
dollar debt must be repaid. 

By the beginning of this week, reports began circulating 
among Congressional office staffs that "everyone in 
Congress was against debt moratoria" and debt 
rescheduling. Reporters were channelled by staffers to so
called experts on the debt question. Mentioned as experts 
were most notorious State Department debt collectors in
cluding Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn. )  and Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee staffer Dick Moose - the same 
people who had been organizing last week's  seminars. 

But such flim flam operations are not enough to keep 
Congress in line. While the State Department twists their 
arms in one direction, their constituencies are pulling in the 
opposite direction. Back in their home districts, they are 
confronted with support for the Labor Party's program for 
debt moratoria and World development despite the lies being 

. peddled to the contrary by the State Department operatives. 
An aide to a Republican Congressman from Massachusetts 
reported that the Congressmen "had been beating the 
bushes" among bankers, economists and community leaders 
and had decided that the U.S .  Labor Party's International 
Development Bank proposal and Emergency Employment 
Act (EEA) were the only serious programs around (but 
being a Republican he woudn't introduce them. )  The House 
Freshman Caucus meanwhile this week pasted the logo of 
New Solidarity (the newspaper of the U.S .  Labor Party) on 
its door. 

And with the voters already angry, front page newspaper 
reports this week of impending municipal bankruptcies and 
figures showing a collapse of·B.S .  trade over the last quarter 
of 1975 were enough to make many Congressmen realize that 
they had been fed a lie about a "u . S .  recovery" - one of their 
principal justifications for inactivity. 
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As a spokesman for the Harriman-linked Marshall Field 
interest in Chicago said this week "The fundamental 
problem with our democracy is that it is constituency 
based ."  

The cabal has  therefore upped its pressure on Congress ,  
hoping that the witch hunt can buy them some time. 

. 

Following passage last week of a resolution calling for a 
Congressional investigation of the now-suspended CBS 
reporter Daniel Schorr (who leaked the House Intelligence 
Committee report to a New York weekly newspaper) , the 
cabal's " liberal press" turned its guns on Washington. Up 
and down the east coast papers ran editorial comment 
demanding that Congress "clean up its own house" and 
punish those of its members responsible for the leak. By 
week's  end, the House Ethics Committee had been stam
peded into considering and FBI investigation of the Schorr 
case. 
The investigation of Schorr threatens to expand at any 
moment to include members of the now-disbanded House . 
Intelligence Committee as Committee members are 
privately acknowledging. It is common knowledge on Capitol 
Hill, that the Pike Committee staff, inherited from long-time 
CIA "protector" Rep. Lucien Nedzi (D-Mich . )  had on it 
former FBI and Justice Department agents . These people 
are now in a good position to set up Committee members. The 
cabal knows it must keep the Pike Committee muzzled and 
keep attention focussed on the national security " leakers ,"  
rather than the illegal national security apparatus . 
This self-policing hysteria pushed through the Senate Ethics 
Committee legislation proposed by Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga) 
which would create a Joint-Senate-House Intelligence 
Oversight Committee. The proposal would also give the 
Senate Ethics Committee the power to censure or expel any 
Senator who leaks "classified" material .  The definition of 
c lassified was left unspecified. Senator Charles Percy (R-Ill) 
was singled out by the Chicago press as the Congressman 
responsible for working out this " compromise" between the 
White House and the Senate. The same Sam Nunn is also 
sponsoring the Judicial Tenure Reform Act which would 
open up the judicial system to McCartbyite attacks . The 
legislation would establish an apparatus of federal judges 
which could remove "incompetent" j ustices from office 
without the impeachment process ,  thus destroying the 
traditional, constitutional " independence" of the court 
system. 

Meanwhile, former FBI agent Rep .  Don Edwards (D-Calif) 
is planning to use the confusion on Capitol Hill to let him slip 
the Government Accounting Office's (GAO) proposed FBI 
guidelines through his Judiciary Subcommittee without 
testimony from the centrally targetted "subversive" group 



- the U.S. Labor Party. (See special report this issue, for 
aMlysis and details).  With widespread press lying about the 
CiAO guidelines, the cabal hopes this legalization of a gestapo 
network will pass quickly by Congressmen who are pre
occupied'with defending themselves from each other. 

There are already signs that this attempt to turn the 
Congress into a remake of the Nazi's Reichstag is backfiring. 

Congressional reaction to the police state GAO report has 
been sharply critical. Rep. Herman Badillo (D-NY) charged, 
"Yes, there are violence prone people in the country, like Lee 
Harvey Oswald, Jack Ruby and Sarah Jane Moore, and they 
were all FBI agents." Rep. Drinan (D-Mass) called the 
guidelines "the return of 'the House Internal Security Com
mittee (a holdover from the McCarthy era, abolished just 

. last year) . " Rep. Chris Dodd (D-Conn) also attacked the 
guidelines as "outrageous." All three, acknowledged in some 
way, that the Labor Party stood in the forefront of the fight to 
stop the police state. One Rep. John S ieberling (D-Oh) has 
been targetted by the Labor Party as the swing man on the 
committee - the man whose role may decide the fate of the 
guidelines and who therefore needed a push from the Labor 
Party machine. In a discussion with Labor Party 
representatives yesterday, Sieberling said that although he 
did not agree with the Party, he would protect first amend
ment rights - but would not elaborate how he was going to do 
that. 

Rep.  Bella Abzug's (D-NY) Individual Rights Sub
committee (of the House Government Operations Committee ' 
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which is in possession of documentation from the Labor 
Party and others, of massive continued FBI, CIA, and 
National Security Agency (NSA) wiretapping, hariassment, 
and surveillance) has just subpeonaed five intelligence 
agents for failure to turn over documentation of government 
receipt of transmissions from-private telex companies . 

Abzug, picking up where Pike left off, may be preparing 
for a constitutional showdown over this evidence of FBI-CIA 
domestic harrassment. 

She authored and circulated a letter in support of Schorr 
and of freedom of the press .  Abzug and the 12 other 
Representatives who signed the letter,  called for the release 
of the full Pike report and charged the Administration with a 
"cover-up." 

Rep. Robert Leggett (D-Cal) ,  a long-time opponent of 
Atlanticist military policies , has responded to charges that 
he is being investigated by the Justice Department for 
receiving favors from the South Korean government, by 
calling for an investigation of the Justice Depart
ment,charging that someone illegally leaked this in
formation for political purposes. 

But most Congressmen remain silent on both the debt 
question and on the police state attack on the Congress and 
constitutional government. It is on this cowed and terrified 
"silent majority" that the Harriman-Rockefeller cabal are 
pinning their hopes of Congressional submission to their non
policy. Meanwhile, with the world economy falling apart, the 
U.S. Congress has yet to take decisive action - and their 
time is running out. 
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Wall  St. Puts Polit ical  Police On War Footing 
"The American intelligence service will now come 

out of the shadows on the edge of the law . "  That was the 
smug reaction last week of former CIA Director William Col
by when Atlanticist toy soldier Gerald Ford issued a Feb. 17 ' 
Executive Order placing the vast government spy apparatus 
under Wall Street's dictatorial command, putting all U.S .  
intelligence agencies on a virtual war footing. and legit
imizing the CIA's criminal activities. 
, tliis' was followed' today with a U.S. government General 
Accounting Office report on the FBI.  which provides "guide
lines" mandating the FBI's full participation in the political ' 
police mobilization. 

The Ford decree should in no way be interpreted as a 
demonstration of the . President's  own personal political 
strength - in fact. he is now easily one of the weakest Presi
dents in American history. 

It is the cornered and desperate Wall Street crowd 
dominoes falling all around them. who have put the haples� 
Ford under the gun. The Atlanticists have demanded some 
semblance of a police state at home and the full use of the 
government's paramilitary shock trooDS in a last reckless 
fling at enforcement of worldwide genocidal debt collection : 

The Bonapartist edict sets the U .S .  government on a course 
that. if unchecked. can only lead to the establishment of 
authoritarian regimes in the West and all-out global nuclear 
war with the Soviet Union by no later than mid-1977. 

Government by Fiat 
Ford's unconstitutional and unlawful fiat in behalf of Wall 

Street is a blueprint for a police state : 
* It legitimizes and unleashes the government's political 

police vigilantes for paramilitary duty at home and abroad. 
� It certifies executive authority to stage coups d'etat. 

provoke wars. initiate embargoes.  fix elections. raise mer
cenary armies and similar bellicose acts. usurping Con
gressional war-making powers. 

* It establishes an American Official Secrets Act as a 
shield to protect the government officials (and their 
Rockefeller-Harriman controllers ) perpetrating these 
criminal acts and a broadsword to terrorize opponents into ' 
silence. 

White House advisor John Marsh. under intensive ques
tioning at a press briefing last week. publicly acknowledged 
that Ford's new intelligence reorganization scheme provides 
for the utilization of the CIA in any and all foreign intrigues 
and covert operations with the single stated exception of 
"assassination during peacetime" - without prior noti
fication of Congress. 

The United States itself is targeted as a free-fire zone for 
CIA murderers who are directed to greatly expand their 
present level of illegal domestic activity. 

The CIA is explicitly permitted to maintain dossiers on 
Americans - and must disseminate these files as well as 
" incidentally gathered information" to "appropriate law 
enforcement agencies . "  

The National Security Agency (NSA) . Wall Street's ears on 
the world. and the CIA are specifically authorized to collect 
information on domestic activities of Americans through , 
their international communications intercepts . 

The Presidential edict contains provisions encouraging a 
wide range of CIA domestic "dirty tricks . "  Langley is given 

the green light to ' tamper with the U .S .  maiL The CIA is 
directed to work out "arrangements" for the penetration of 
domestic private institutions . especially the country's uni
versities. U.S .  citizens are fair game for CIA drug experi
menters in the 1984-f!tyle police st�te blueprint. 

Ford also provided the CIA with a "Catch-22" clause to 
move on and prepare a Big Lie frameup of the Labor Com
mittees.  The CIA is authorized to undertake domestic spying, 
covert operations. and infiltration programs against any U.S .  
organization or citizen the spy agency " reasonably believes" 
is "acting on behalf of a foreign power or is engaged in inter
national terrorism." CIA operatives functioning as aides to 
Congressmen have previously been responsible for having 
the lie that the Labor Committees are linked to the East 
German government read into the Congressional Record. 

As part of the Official Secrets Act measures made 
necessary by the spy apparat 's  broadened agenda. all 
government employees handling classified information must 
now sign oaths of silence. Disclosures by present or former 
government employees, government contractors, etc .• are to 
be punishable with stiff civil and criminal penalties. The 
dragnet of terror administered by Attorney General Levi and 
his FBI against the Pike Committee and CBS reporter Daniel 
Schorr is a foretaste of what's  in store for officials and 
reporters who in any way challenge the Government of 
Secrecy. 

FBI "Guidelines" 
Then today the General Accounting Office, acting on the 

request of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights . released a report on FBI domestic 
intelligence activities which under the guise of proposing 
" guidelines" effectively demanded the legalization of the 
FBI 's  COINTELPRO-type gestapo operations.  After trying 
to make the package more palatable with a few horror 
stories of FBI overzealousness. the report recommends that : 
the FBI be allowed to surveil "subversive groups" ; that a list 
of "violence-prone" organizations" be drawn up for legalized 
FBI infiltration. and the FBi authorized to commit "extra
ordinary acts" to prevent violenc e ;  that leaders of other 
groups also be subject to " investigation" ; and the Attorney 
General oversee close cooperation between local law en
forcement agencies and the FBI.  Late last year FBI Director 
Kelley lied in a letter to a Congressman that the Labor 
Committees are a "violence prone" organization. 
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Rockefeller's Blood-Stained Hand 
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller 's  past and present 

cohorts in the Ford administration are the criminals directly 
and immediately responsible for the contents of puppet 
Ford's  police-state proclamation. The Ford "intelligence 
reorganization plan" was drawn up by a five-month-old 
"Intelligence Coordinating Group" which included Secretary 
of State Kissinger. Attorney General Levi. former director of 
Central Intelligence Colby. and former Secretary of Defense ' 

Schlesinger. According to insider columnist Joseph Kraft. 
the intelligence reorganization scheme the Special Group 
ultimately agreed upon " was first advanced by James 
Schelsinger back in 1971 . . .at that time President Nixon ap
proved the notion. "  The Ford Executive Order and so-called 
charter for intelligence reform was word-for-word the 
product of these Rockefeller family gangsters . 

The reemergence of purged war-monger James "Rodney . 



the Robot" Schlesinger in Wall Street' s drive for Bonapartist 
dictatorship is the tip-off that U.S .  war preparations are seri
ously underway. Since he was unceremoniously removed 
from office by Ford as part of the October 1 975 "Halloween 
Massacre," Schlesinger has been stationed at the Johns 
Hopkins School for Advanced International Studies, a war
planning institute whose trustees include Atlanticists Averell , 
Harriman, George Ball, and Paul Nitze. 

This month Rockefeller collaborator Henry Luce features 
Schlesinger on the cover of Fortune Magazine. In Fortune's  
lead article Schlesinger, while dropping his  limited nuclear 
war line for the time being, demands the escalation of U.S .  
arms production and the concentration of al l  U.S .  govern
ment effort on military preparations "to save Western civil
ization. "  

An obviously bouyed Nelson Rockefeller came out of moth
balls the day after the Ford fiat. Defending CIA covert opera
tions, Rockefeller launched a hysterical red scare to justify 
his demand for increased war production in a series of public 
appearances this week. 

Wall Street's Spywatch 
Wall Street is conspiring to exercise its command and con

trol over the political police apparatus through three "over
sight" and coordination bodies - the Intelligence Advisory 
Group, and Committee on Foreign Intelligence, and the 
Oversight Board - created as instruments for the imple
mentation of the Atlanticists' phase-by-phase war policy and 
all heavily weighted with Rockefeller and Harriman 
henchmen. 

For exampie , the Oversight Board, which has final review 
of all intelligence agency covert operations, is comprised of 
three men, one from each of the power centers representing 
Wall Street's interests. Stephen Ailes is the Harriman man, a 
spokesman for Wall Street's investment banking corporatist 
grouping. An old hand at fascist economic and military 
planning, Ailes served in a series of military-economic ad
ministration posts beginning in World War II and has more 
recently been looking after the Harriman railroad interests 
as president of the Association of American Railroads. Cold 
warrior Robert Murphy, who acted as liaison between the 
Rockefeller oil and banking interests, the Vichy government, 
and the Nazis, served the Rockefeller family more recently 
as the head of the "Commission for the Reorganization of the 
Government" which last year came up with recommenda
tion on how to impose a Bonapartist dictatorship in the 
United States. The third member of this fascist grouping is 
Leo Cherne, a professional right-wing social democrat who is 
the executive director of the Research Institute of America, 
Inc . ,  a Wall Street advisory body, and also acts as a Wall 
Street representative to the "International Rescue Com
mittee" and "Freedom House," both known CIA front 
organizations. 

Congress Into Reichstag 
The next step in the Atlanticist 's  Bonapartist conspiracy is 

to go all-out to turn the Congress into a reasonable facsimile 
of the German Reichstag in the early 1 930s. The Harriman 
grouping is handling this end of the operation. They are 
demanding that Congress pass.an "Enabling Act" that would 
cloak in legality a police-state dictatorship and the usurpa
tion of Congress' war powers . The Atlanticists' loyal 
Congressional lackeys who have been pushing for the police
state S-1 bill, the fascist Humphrey-Hawkins slave-labor 
bill, and related Nazification measures can be counted on to 
give full support to the operation. 

The Harriman -allied New York Times, Washington Post, 
and Newsday have laid down the law to Congress in their edi
torial columns. The New York Times endorses the police
state plan in a Feb. 20 editorial as "an important first step." 
The Times adds, "The Congress now must. . .  write part of the 
new Executive Order into law. " Their sole "objection" to 
police state rule revolves around concern for their own ass. 
Recalling the Pentagon Papers case, the Times writes, "Con-

. gress should examine with meticulous care the fine print in 
Mr. Ford's proposal for a ' Secrets Law' . "  The Harriman 
forces are planning to stage a controlled debate in Congress 
that will center around guaranteeing that the anticipated 
Bonapartist regime will have a hands-off policy toward the 
Rockefeller-Harriman press .  

Katherine Graham and her Washington Post were ecstatic 
about the fiat in a Feb. 23 editorial : "a reasonable starting 
point . . .  notably serious and comprehensive .. .It is not a pro
posal to create an Official Secrets Act. . . it does not propose to 
punish journalists for revealing intelligence information." 

As the " liberal" corporatists set up Congress, the Wall 
Street intelligence dictatorship is laying its cards openly on 
the table. In the last several days the Justice Department has 
dropped charges against former CIA chief and notorious 
criminal Richard Helms, while at the same time opening up 
with great fanfare investigations of two dissident Demo
cratic Congressmen, Addabbo and Leggett, for alleged 
small-time bribe-trafficking. And yesterday, Harriman
Rockefeller insider William Paley, the CBS media baron, 
summarily relieved Daniel Schorr of his duties at CBS. 

Atlanticist lackeys with Congress were quick to salute the 
police-state drive. Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-mont) , who to
gether with Sen. Hugh Scott (R-PA) is fronting for a cleaned
up version of the notorious fascist S-1 bill, greeted the Ford 
fiat as "a good first step ."  So did Sen. Walter Mondale, (D
Minn) who querulously added that Congress might have been 
consulted first but pledged that " we will work with the Pres
ident" for "the reform of the intelligence community."  
Slave-labor advocate Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn) also 
reportedly expressed enthusiasm over Ford's proposals to 
CBS reporters. 

l SA 
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The Reemergence Of Rockefeller 
Chicago Sun-Times columnist Jerome Watson warned on 

Feb. 25 that "poor Nelson Rockefeller" who, "with all that 
money, talent, experience, ego and ambition }'Otting away in 
the Vice Presidency, " must be viewing Gerry Ford and 
Ronald Reagan as his "political inferiors ,"  . . .  "who are 
vying for the thing Rocky hungers for : the Republican 
presidential nomination. " 

It has now been learned from highly-placed sources in the 
Illinois Republican Party apparatus that Rockefeller met 
with 30 top party leaders in the Midwest last month in 
Dearborn, Mich. ,  and told them that "if Ford runs into 
trouble" with Reagan - then he will publicly enter the race 
for the nomination. 

Such statements are consistent with Rockefeller's renewed · 
high profile, which saw the vice president make a half dozen 
major public appearances this week. Observers noted that 
Rockefeller " seemed to be acting as his own man. " At least a 
few media commentators remarked that Rockefeller was 
still an able campaigner - though none were bold enough to 
openly say what he was campaigning for. 

A tip off that Rockefeller is indeed back in the thick of 
things is the remergence of nuclear war propaganda in the 
bourgeois media. Over the past few days , "news analysis ,"  
special features and uniquely slanted news coverage in 
major U.S .  dailies have emphasized the possibility of nuclear 
war breaking out in the not-distant future, with an included 
renewal of discussion around the discredited "Schlesinger 
Doctrine" of " limited nuclear war ."  

The Feb. 26  edition of  the Washington Post laid "white 
propaganda" on this count thickly across its front page, with 
the story of a secret underground vault containing billions of 
u.S .  banknotes in the aftermath of a nuclear holocaust. 
"Computer war games by the FPA, " Federal Preparedness 
Agency Official Daniel Cronin is quoted as saying, " predict 
that half the American population would survive even an all
out nuclear strike . . .  so, we're really not talking about the end 
of the world. "  

The following day's editions o f  both the Post and the 
Baltimore Sun gave prominent coverage to comments on an 
alleged Soviet nuclear build-up by Malcolm R. Currie, 
Defense Department Director of Research and Engineering. 
Soviet leaders regard nuclear war as " inevitable" and are 
therefore rapidly increasing their nuclear arsenal, according 
to Currie, who demands that Congress submit to greater 
defense budgets. "Strategic deterrence must be in terms the 
Soviet Union understands deep down in their guts, "  declared 
Currie. He then stated that even without Schlesinger himself, 
the former defense secretary's " doctrine" was being im
plemented now, and that more accurate U.S .  missiles were 
now an objective of defense research and development. 

Two months ago, forces around the 84 year old former New 
York Governor Averell Harriman and investment banker 
George Ball had assumed hegemony of the Atlanticist camp 
on the basis of their opposition to this policy. Now with the 
collapse of their feeble policy initiatives,  all factions of the 
Atlanticist camp are falling back on Rockefeller policy of the 
1974-75 period - nuclear war showdown with the Soviets , 
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energy development programs, hard line to the Third World 
on the debt question and top-down, police state rule in the 
advanced sector. 

Thus in six major public appearances this week, 
Rockefeller dusted off his discredited economic programs 
and cold war threats and proposed them as the solution to the 
country' s problems.  The Vice-President backed up 
this press buildup by demanding a. massive U.S .  arms 
production to counter "Soviet expansionism," resurrected , 
his call for a $100 billion federal handout to the multinational 
oil companies for "energy independence" projects based on 
slave-labor, and recommended police state measures to 
suppress what he calied "special interest groups. " 

Rockefeller has opened every one of his speeches with 
plaudits for his nominal boss to President Ford for doing "an 
excellent job ,"  then proceeding to outline his own fascist 
proposals which admittedly "do not purport to be Ford Ad
ministration policy. " 

At the National Press Club in Washington, D.C .  Feb. 19 ,  
Rockefeller steeped his  audience in tales of a " Communist 
drive for world domination, "  warning that detente must be 
tempered with this understanding. His unmistakeable 
" special interest group" reference to the U:S .  Labor Party 
and Congressmen's working class constituencies was 
coupled with a vow of support for police intelligence agency 
"covert operations . "  

O n  Feb. 23 a t  the Boston convention o f  the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, Rockefeller told 
the assembled scientists and engineers that arms production 
was not wasteful because it put people to work and had 
technological "trickle-down" effects for the whole economy. 
Pointing to Soviet technological breakthroughs in weapons 
development, he demanded that U.S .  scientists put their 
"creative powers" to work developing new and more 
powerful weaponry for the "productive" rearmarment of the 
nation. 

- The following day's New York Times carried an Op Ed 
column by Rockefeller, again pushing his "Energy In
dependence Authority, " which would give hundreds of 
billions of dollars to U.S. oil companies and enslave unem
ployed workers in "energy development" work-camps. 
Rockefeller appropriately cited the "precedent" for this 
boondoggle in the government's wholesale gift of public lands 
to the railroad "Robber Barons "  in the 19th century. 
Rockefeller was simultaneously telling the Feb. 24 National 
Governors Conference session of the need to "streamline" 
the national welfare system, primarily with a view to forced 
labor. 

Spearheading the Atlanticist swing back to nuclear con
frontation and Rockefeller-style police-state austerity 
programs, Rockefeller's personal campaign for the pres
idency has only just begun. Following a barrage of 
public appearances across the U . S .  in the next few weeks , the 
Vice President will begin a world tour on Mar. 20, beginning 
in Paris and proceeding to whistle-stop in Indonesia, 
Australia and other nations in the Mideast and Asia. 



U .S. ' POLITICAL NEWSLETTER 

SPECIAL REPORT 

GAO Report On The FBI 
Is An Incom petent Fraud 

In a case of massive official fraud, government cor
ruption, and bureaucratic incompetence surpassing any
thing turned up during the Watergate scandal ,  Comp
troller General of the United States and General Accounting 
Office (GAO) head Elmer B. Staats issued a 232-page pre
packaged report Feb. 23 calling on Congress to legalize At
torney General Edward Levi and FBI Director Clarence 
Kelley's plan to wreck the 1976 elections and rip up the U.S .  
Constitution. . 

Purporting to be the result of an independent year-long in
vestigation of illegal FBI domestic intelligence operations 
with recommendations for reform ,  the GAO "findings" are 
admittedly copied directly from FBI field office summaries , 
and its "reform"proposals are taken almost word-for-word 
from one-time Nazi collaborator Levi' s  " anything goes" 
fascist guidelines for FBI conduct put forward in testimony 
before the House Judiciary Committee Feb. 1 1 !  

The crude GAO lie demands that Congress rubber stamp 
the attempted imposition by the Justice Department 
and its FBI paramilitary shock troops of a police state in the 
U.S .  to protect the nation from 18 listed "subversive" and 
"extremist" groups - 14 of which are under the full com
mand and control of the FBI and the CIA, and one of which no 
longer even exists ! 

In a section listing the 1 8  subversive and extremist organi
zations, the GAO report lumps in the National Caucus of 
Labor Committees, and the independent Nation of Islam with 
an aggregation of FBI-CIA countergangs. Since the police 
control of groups like the CPUSA, the Symbionese Liberation 
Army, the Weathermen, is a matter of public record, the 
report itself is a fraud to give the FBI cover for further coun
tergang terrorist deployments against the U .S .  Labor Party 
and the U.S.  population. 

The GAQ report lists the following organizations as sub
versive : 
Communist Party USA - According to the Nov. 1 9 ,  1 975,  tes
timony before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence of 
staffer FAD Schwartz III , the FBI began in 1 956 to take 
over the CPUSA, an operation " which was largely success
ful . "  The Committee report confirms that whole sections of 
the organization were completely captured by the FBI and 
that by 1963 agents bragged to J .  Edgar Hoover that the party 
could not even lead a • ' fishing expedition . "  
Socialist Workers Party - so police-controlled that the police 
claimed that it could not permit its FBI agents in the organi
zation to miss its 1974 National Conference without disrupting 
proceedings . 
Progressive Labor Party - well-documented collaboration 
with the police to disrupt USLP organizing and acts as agent, 
provocateurs in CIA busing riots . 
October League - same as above 
Revolutionary Communist Party - new name for FBI 's  
Revolutionary Union, created by Bruce Franklin, Air Force 
Intelligence officer, run by CIA agent William Hinton. 
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Students for a Democratic Society - defunct 
Weathermen - begun by Mark Rudd, agent provocateur, 
who received CIA funds through Marcuse family. 
Venceremos Brigade - amalgam of FBI countergangs with 
heavy influence from Bruce Franklin. 
Vietnam VeteransAgainst the War - front group for the Re
volutionary Union. 
National Caucus of Labor Committees - the only communist 
organization in the United States. 

The report lists the following arganizations as extremist : 
Black Panther Party - totally destroyed by government 
murders and frame-ups. _ 
Black Panther Party (Cleaver Faction) - a one man sho�: 
police agent Eldridge Cleaver. 
Symbionese Liberation Army - CIA gang of brainwashed 
zombies created by CIA agent Colton Westbrook out of Vaca
ville Prison ; agent nature of this group widely acknow
ledged, even in New York Times editorial colu�ns. 
A right-wing group not publicly disclosed - could be any of 
several FBI-Military Intelligence fronts such as the Secret 
Army, Legion of Justice,  or Minuteman. 
Ku Klux Klan - According to findings of Senate Select Com
mittee on Intelligence, between 70-75 per cent of Klan's new 
recruits are employees of the FBI.  Senator Morgan (D-NC) a 
Committee member, revealed in a press statement �\!n_ 
months ago that in North Carolina alone, 41 KKK klavems 
were not only funded and infiltrated but created by the FBI. 

, American Indian Movement (only extremist element) - run 
, by FBI Military Intelligence. 

Nation of Islam - black organization independent of all 
police agencies. 
black organization independent of all  police agencies . 

The GAO report also quotes approvingly without comment 
the following interesting FBI observation : "How then to deal 
with the individual,  unaffiliated extremist or subversive an- ' 
archist or potential terrorist? Some of the more infamous 
acts of recent violence have been perpetrated by people such 
as Lee Harvey Oswald, Sirhan Sirhan, Arthur Bremer, 
James Earl Ray, and others , not known to have e!tlloused the 
cause of any organized !lubv{'T'liv{' or extremist group. '_' _ _ 

No Investigations 

The GAO was ordered by the House Judiciary Committee 
to investigate the FBI . In total disregard of this mandated re
sponsibility, the GAO turned its investigation into a libelous 
witchhunt against the NCLC. In the introduction to this 
section, the NCLC is the only organization mentioned. The 
report seditiously states : "FBI officials were continually 
\:oncerned about small Marxist-Leninist study groups sud
denly transforming into armed revolutionary bands . As an 
example, the FBI m,entioned the National .Caucus of �ab�r 
' �ommittees , once an ineffective, loosely kmt group, which IS 

,panding rapidly under new national leadership . "  



The GAO admits in its reports that it was improperly' 
denied access by the FBI to the relevant alleged factual data 
on which its allegations against the NCLC were predicated. 
The GAO report was based solely on sum maries by FBI field 
offices . The accusations against the NCLC and its mem
bership constitute libel per se in that they allege criminal 
activities and are malicious in that admittedly no effort was 
made to seek verification of the allegations. The Labor 
Committees are planning legal action. 

. 

Investigation: NeLC 
The report notes a sharp shift away from FBI " in

vestigations" of "New Left" groups beginning in 1973 (they 
had all been taken over by then) and a new focus on a certain 
unnamed "subversive group" : " In a directive of October 4,  
1973 . . .  agents were instructed to direct 'forceful and imagina
tive investigative efforts' at the organization's organizing 
and recruiting activities . . .  This followed a communication of 
September 25, 1973 which directed offices to -- intensify 
-- (the group's) investigations with special emphasis on 
the development of members informants . '  .. . 'Your progress 
in this matter will be closely followed at FBI (head
quarters) ' . . .  The pressure on field offices was maintained in 
a directive of March 6 , 1974, which said : 'The development 
of member-informants is vital to our investigation of the 
-- (group) .. . implement a program whereby genuine efforts 
are utilized to developquality informants . '  " 

Three FBI informants who attempted to infiltrate the 
NCLC during the October 1973 - March 1 974 period were un
covered and their confessions are a matter of public record. 
* Wiliam Rini, in March 1974, joined the Labor Party in Cle
veland following FBI instructions to gather psychological 
profiles on NCLC members , names and addresses of Party 
supporters, and the names of financial �onors. He also admit
ted that he had informed the FBI in advance of USLP street 
rallies that were subsequently disrupted by police arrests of 
party members at the site. 
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* Vernon Higgins in the same month joined the Labor Party 
in Detroit and became a USLP candidate for public office and 
attempted to discredit the USLP with racist statements ; his 
confession revealed a long career of service to the CIA, OSS, 
and Naval Intelligence, including participation in the Bay of 
Pigs invasion and the Pontiac school bus bombings. . 
* Anthony Banks joined the Labor Party in Newark in Oc
tober 1973 , at the beginning of the Rotonda-Speed municiDal 
electoral campaign, carrying our FBI orders to steal 

membership lists and phone numbers ; and in the process 

prejudicing the trial of seven USLP members pending in 
Newark in the months to come. • 

The GAO And Staats 
The GAO, contrary to popular myth, is not an independent 

nonpolitical agency in the legislative branch, but an instru
ment of the executive and Wall Street used to manipulate 
and bully Congress .  

. -

Moreover, the GAO is Wall Street's official debt collector in 
Washington ! According to the United States Government 
Manual "The General Accounting Office settles claims 
against the United States as required by law or by the United 
States where there are questions about the amount or pro
priety of the debt, or the liability of the debtor, or the admin
istrative agency has not been able to collect the debt. Claims 
for or against the United States may involve individuals, bus
iness entities , or foreign, state, and municipal governments 
as claimant or debtor. " 

Who is this Elmer B. Staats that Averell Harriman and 
Nelson Rockefeller had appointed their political debt collect
or and now count on to help terrorize Congress into legitimi
zihg the imposition of police state rule? Staats is a former 
research director of the Harriman-allied Marshal Field and 
Co. ; from 1954-1958 he was the executive officer of the Nation
al Security Council 's Operations Coordination Board ; in 1961 , 
the recipient of the Rockefeller Public Service Award. 



NEW YORK, Feb. 26 (IPS) - The following statement was 
issued today by U.S.  Labor Party presidential candidate, 
Lyndon LaRouche : 

"The libelous characterizations of my organization as 
subversive and violent by the FBI and the General Ac
counting Office (GAO) represent an open escalation in At
torney General Levi's attempts to disrupt my 1976 presi
dential campaign and my organization's efforts on behalf of 
debt moratorium and the proposed International Develop
ment Bank (IDB) . 

"If these findings and the recommendations of the GAO 
report for 'preventive action' were to be adopted by 
Congress, Congress would be explicitly legalizing the imposi
tion of police-state methods to wreck the 1 976 elections and to 
destroy the U.S.  Constitution. 

"In Chapter 5 of the GAO report, the National Caucus of 
Labor Committees <the core organization of the U.S .  Labor 
Party) is the final organizaion on a list of ' subversive' organ
izations. The report later states that the FBI is 'continually 
concerned about small Marxist-Leninist study groups sud
denly transforming into armed revolutionary bands . As an 
example, the FBI mentioned the NCLC, once an ineffective, 
loosely-knit group which is expanding rapidly under new 
national leadership . ' 

"The FBI 'subversive' list is not only an attempt to revive 
the old Attorney General's subversive list from the 1950s , but 
it is targeting the NCLC and the USLP for the specific pur
pose of continuing and escalating 'dirty tricks' and terror 
operations against supporters of my campaign and sup
porters of the Labor Party's  programmatic proposals. 

"This is made absolutely clear from a review of the other 
organizations listed as ' subversive' or ' extremeist . '  With the 
sole exception of the Nation of Islam,  every other organ
ization is directly controlled by the FBI or other intelligence 
agencies. These organizations . such as the Communist Party 
USA, the 'Revolutionary Communist Party , '  and the Ku Klux 
Klan, are straight FBI deployments against the Labor Party. 
They are part of an ongoing operation which would be legal
ized as 'preventive action' under the proposed guidelines. 
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Put the FBI on Trial 
"The FBI is now franticitlly trying to cover their tracks 

and defend themselves against the charges of illegal activi
ties we have constantly made against them. We are putting 
the FBI on trial in five civil cases in Federal Courts. The suit 
filed in my name against FBI Director Kelley, Levi, and the 
FBI in Federal Court in New York, is exactly on this point : 
That the FBI's public characterization of the NCLC and the 
U.S .  Labor Party as 'violence-prone' is done for the 
deliberate purpose of disruption of my campaign and other 
election campaigns of the Labor Party. 

"In three other federal cases already filed (in Detroit, New 
Jersey. and Reading, Pa. )  and in one pending case in Ohio, 
we are charging the FBI with conspiring to disrupt Labor 
Party election campaigns . 

"The GAO report frankly admits that the FBI is scared of 
these cases , with its references that political candidates of 
the NCLC (and the FBI-run SWP) not be directly investi
gated . But the report admits that any investigations of 
political candidates are carried out under the direct instruc
tions of FBI headquarters - a key point which we have 
already alleged in holding Kelley and Levi responsible in 
court for the illegal activities of their field agents. 

"We demand that the Congress reject the GAO report out 
of hand and that instead, it proceed with the urgent business 
of investigating illegal FBI interference in the 1 976 elections 
and with holding hearings on our own proposed Law Enforce
ment Reform Act of 1976. 

"We will be entering Federal court next week for an 
emergency injunction against both the GAO and the FBI - to 
enjoin the GAO from circulating or using their recent report, 
and to prevent the FBI from further disrupting my election 
campaign through its baseless characterization of my organ
ization as 'violence-prone' and ' subversive , '  and through its 
'Smith Act-McCarran Act' investigations of NCLC and USLP 
members . 

"If  Congress capitulates to the FBI 's  crimes , it is writing 
the epitaph for constitutional government in the United 
States . It is up to the organized force of the U.S .  working 
c lass to see that this is not allowed to happen. " 



SPECIAL REPORT 

Influenza Epidem ic Signals Holocaust 

In  Advanced Sector 

Feb. 28 (IPS) :... Massive outbreaks of influenza in North 
America and Europe signal the entrance of incipient eco
logical holocaust conditions into the advanced sector, as a 
direct consequence of the intense austerity implemented 
over the past months. Only an immediate increase of food 
supplies and production, together with the expansion of 
medical, sanitation and other vital services, can prevent the 
present epidemic from becoming the first in a series of self
feeding plagues. 

The influenza, mainly the "Victoria" strain, has been 
spreading for the past two months, in the past week with 
tremendous virulence, especially in the regions hit hardest 
by Wall Street's austerity drives.

, 
In debt-ridden New York 

City, influenza-related deaths from pneumonia rose to 243 for 
the week ending Feb. 20, a nearly 20 per cent increase in the 
total death rate, and the highest rate since 1940. Approxi
mately 3 million people, or one third of the city's population, 
has the flu, according to New York City health officials. In . 
the meantime, the banks have ordered the city to begin insti
tuting a 20 per cent reduction in the hospital budget. 

Great Britain's  Health Department reported 762 deaths 
from flu last week, triple the week before and a I S-fold in
crease over normal levels. This represents a 10 per cent 
increase in Britain's overall death rate. It is estimated that 
over one million Britons are now infected. Chancellor of the 
Exchequer Denis Healey has meanwhile proposed a $300 
million cut in the national health budget to free cash for debt 
service. 

As this "normal" strain of flu rips through populations 
whose resistance to disease is being destroyed by the 
deliberate collapse of living standards, the danger from the 
new "swine flu" strain continues to grow. This new variety, 
similar to the strain responsible for the deadly 1918 influenza 
pandemic in which 20 million died worldwide, is potentially a 
far more deadly variety than the now dominant Victoria 
strain. 

Discovered last week at Fort Dix Army Camp in New 
Jersey, the swine flu strain has now been found in 67 men in 
the camp. It is the result of a recombination of flu viruses 
from human and swine varieties of the disease, and probably 
came first from Third World areas where humans and 
animals are forced to inhabit the same living space. 
The generation of new flu types, such as the "swine flu ,"  is 
the inevitable result of the policies of deliberute triage and 
austerity. Minor changes in flu types occur regularly and are 
responsible for the annual or semi-annual moderate 
epidemics . Major changes produce new strains which are not 
susceptible to immediate immunological control. Such 
changes result from the recombination of parts of a human 
flu virus with parts of a flu-type virus found in animals. 
According to the prestigious journal Science,  "such new 
subtypes have generally emerged and will continue to 
emerge in Asia, where men and animals continue to dwell in 
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the same buildings . "  Retaining the capability o f  attacking 
human tissues , the new flu virus is so changed that the in
dividual has not previously developed an immunity against 
it. 

According to a spokesman for Walter Reed Hospital, now 
investigating the current cases at Fort Dix, "There's no 
question that the new 'swine flu' is transmissible from 
human to human. As for whether it now exists outside of Fort 
Dix, you bet it does. The only reason it was picked up first by 
the military was because we test more frequently for it, "  
than d o  civilian health services. 

Epidemiologists investigating the swine flue insist that the 
disease must have originated outside Fort Dix, and was 
discovered there only because of u.S .  Army health testing. 
The real extent of the dangerous strain is at the moment im
possible to determine, since the U.S.  and other public health 
authorities have suspende regular epidemiological testing as 
part of austerity budget cuts ! 

"Normal" flu continues to rampage throughout Europe 
and the U.S .  Denmark reports that one quarter of its popula
tion, one-half million people, is currently ill with the in
fection. West Germany is seeing huge epidemics in the 
bankrupt municipalities of the Ruhr region. In the U.S .  
nearly every state is heavily affected, with 1 5  states repor
ting "widespread epidemics . "  In heavily hit areas health 
facilities are overwhelmed. In Rochester, N.Y. , for instance, 
Highland Hospital has canceUedall non-emergency surgery, 
while other hospitals have restricted visiting hours to 
decrease spread of the infection. Connecticut reports "ex
ceptionally high mortality" associated with the flu. 

Nor is the Third World exempt. Mexico City, for example, 
reports that more than half of its population is infected, 
overcrowding the already inadequate hospitals. 

Grim Parallel 
In 1918 ,  as now, the world was devastated by the conse

quences of a capitalist breakdown crisis. From the 1913  
depression through the chaos and grinding austerity of World 
War I, living standards had plummeted. Food consumption 
had dropped to famine levels in Asia and most of Europe. The 
potato crop, blighted by an earlier disease wave, had failed, 
spreading hunger through Germany and Eastern Europe. 
Imperialist blockade was ravaging the infant Soviet 
Republic . Under such conditions the population' s  resistance 
to disease demolished. A precisely similar process, on an 
even more gigantic scale, is taking place today. 

The 1918  flu, or "swine flu," most likely began in Asia as a 
result of a recombination of human and pig flu viruses, 
though, like the present "swine flu ,"  it was first picked up in 
a US army post, Camp Funston in Kansas.  Notably, the flu 
started in March of the year 1918 ,  at the end of the usual 
winter "flu season," just as the current " swine flu" was first 
picked up in February at the end of the normal flu season. 
From Camp Funston, the disease spread rapidly with 



enormous mortality rates to dozens of other army bases, 
prisons , and other crowded institutions around the U.S.  

With the first landing of US troops on the French coast it 
spread directly into Europe. Within two months all parts of 
Europe had been hit with the disease. 

By June the flu had crossed back into Asia, entering China 
and reaching as far as the Samoan Islands and New Zealand. 
In India, five million perished, the Hooghly River, flowing 
from Calcutta to Bengal,  was described as being "choked 
with bodies." 

By July-August it  had recrossed the Atlantic to infect the 
civilian populations of the US east coast ports, and thence 
inland to California and north to Alaska and Canada. By 
October 1918 ,  the entire US was engulfed in a major epidemic 
with searing death rates. Emergency tent hospitals were set 
up . Libraries and other public areas were closed. Even 
barber shops were shut. The Army Sanitation Corps issued a 
general advisorty to the population that "the universal prac
tice of hand shading should be stopped immediately. "  All 
police in Seattle and several other cities were required to 
wear face masks. 

These precautions were to no avail. The New York City 
death rate from the disease soared to 800 per day ; in Penn
sylvania, 1000 died per day. By December, 20 million dead 
worldwide, one half million in the US ! In New York State 
alone, 20,000 had perished. . . .. 

According to epidemiologists the pattern of flu spread is 
"extremely unpredictable." By the above description of the 
1918 pandemic, a flu pandemic would extend far beyond the 
winter-spring season. 

Vaccine Panacea 
The New York Times and other Wall Street mouthpieces 

. ;bave attempted to quiet the current panic over a possible flu 
. .  ' . pandemic by assuring their readers that a flu vaccine will be 

ready in four to six months. But flu vaccines are only 50 to 70 
per cent effective, and under present conditions could not be 
produced and administered on the scale necessary to protect 
the world's four billion people. Nor can antibiotics be called 
upon to save those hit with secondary bacterial infections 
following debilitating bouts of flu. 
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The extent of the incompetence of a vaccine "solution" 
proposed in the context of depression collapse is indicated by 
the obvious inevitable results of cramming millions of people 
into already overwhelmed health facilities for their shots. 
While spreading the original disease, such a procedure would 
encourage the development of new strains, immune to anti
biotics, which would spread l:Ulchecked through increasingly 
low-resistant populations. ' . '  '0 - " • 

A worried epidemiologist at the U .S .  Public Health Service 
explained that sample testing of the population at large 
should be done to get an accurate reading of the present 
outbreak of flu, "but our federal funding is limited and 
shrinking, so all we can do is wait for samples to be sent to us 
from doctors. As you would expect from such a system, we 
end up with a spotty and inaccurate picture. It's the same 
situation with plague, encephalitis,  you name it. "  

A massive vaccine program can b e  effective only i n  con
j unction with a rise in living standards world-wide, stressing 
the immediate consumption of existing food reserves and the 
immediate funded expansion of food production. This is the 
only way to turn back the flu and the score of diseases which 
will otherwise follow in its wake. 

\ 



SPECIAL REPORT 

Excerpts From Brezhnev Speech 

At CPSU Congress 

Feb. 28 (IPS)- The Iollowiq are excerpts from the 5 hour 
address delivered by General S ecretary of . the 
Communist party of the Soviet Union Leonid Brezbnev at . 
the 25th Party Coqress Feb. 24. Translated from 
the Feb. 25 Literaturnaya Gaeta: 
"Much depends on the policies of the ruling (Communist) 
parties, on their ability to safeguard unity, to fight against 
seclusiveness and national isolationism,  to take into account 
their common international tasks , and to act jointly to carry 
out these tasks . . .  

"We see i n  foreign economic relations a n  effective means 
of solving political and economic tasks. Through economic 
integration, the might and cohe�on of the socialist com
munity is strengthened. Cooperation with developing 
countries facilitates the reconstruction of their economies 
and their social life on progressive principles . Finally, 
economic and scientific-technological ties with the capitalist 
state solidifies and broadens the material base for the policy 
of peaceful coexistence. 

"One characteristic of our time is the growing use of the 
international division of labor to develop each country, 
regardless of its wealth and the economic level it has 
achieved . . .  

"There are other, broader aspects of foreign economic 
activity. Today there are important and urgent global 
problems, such as raw materials and energy, the elimination 
of the most dangerous and widespread diseases, protection of 
the environment, exploration of the cosmos and use of the 
resources of the Pacific Ocean. These problems will have an 
increasing influence on the life of all people and on the entire 
system of international relations. Our country and the other 
socialist countries cannot stand aside from the solution to 
these problems, which concern the entire human race . . .  

"In foreign economic relations, politics and economics,  
diplomacy and commerce, industrial production and trade 
are interconnected in a single whole. Therefore they have to 
be approached in an integrated fashion, unifying the efforts 
of 'all state organs, all our political and economic interests . 
This is how the Central Committee of the Party formulates 
this important question. 

"Communists of different countries follow one another's 
work with interest and understanding. Differing opinions 
may arise from time to time, different approaches to one 
question or another . . .  But Marxist-Leninists approach such 
questions from the standpoint of internationalism, concern 
for strengthening the unity of the movement. and discuss 
problems that arise in the spirit of genuine comradeship, on 
the basis of equality and respect for the independence of each 
party. Of course, there can be no qu�stion of compromise on 
principles, of reconciliation with views and actions which 
contradict Communist ideology. That is final .  

"The capitalist world is bursting with an economic crisis 
whose severity and depth, as bourgeois spokesmen admit. 
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can be compared only with the crisis of the beginning of the 
30's  . . .  Communists are far from predicting the 'automatic 
collapse' of capitalism. · It has not a few reserves. However, 
events of the past few years confirm with renewed force that 
capitalism is not the society of the future. (Prolonged ap
plause) 

"Communists proceed in their struggle from the general 
lawfulness of revolutionary development and of the con
struction of socialism and communism . . .  And it can be 
confidently stated that if concessions to opportunism may 
give some kind of temporary advantage, in the final analysis 
they can only harm the party. 

"I would like particularly to stress the importance in our 
time of proletarian internationalism.  It is one of the most 
important principles of Marxism-Leninism. Unfortunately, 
there are some who treat it in such a way that there is little 
left of internationalism. One even finds people who openly 
propose to renounce internationalism.  According to them, 
the internationalism which Marx and Lenin founded and 
defended has become antiquated. But in our opinion, to 
renounce proletarian internationalism would mean to 
deprive the Communist Parties and the workers' movement 
in general of a powerful and tested weapon. (Prolonged 
applause) . This would be a good service to the class 
enemy,who, it must be said, is actively coordinating his anti
c6mmunist activity on an international scale. We Soviet 
Communists consider the defense of proletarian in
ternationalism the sacred obligation of every Marxist
Leninist. " 

RELATIONS WITH THE SOCIAL DEMOCRACIES 

"Contacts with socialist and social democratic parties 
have broadened . . .  It goes without saying that there can be no 
question of ideological rapprochement of scientific com
munism with the reformism of the social democrats. Among 
social democrats there are not a few whose whole activity is 
premised on anti-communism and anti-Sovietism. There are ' 
even parties where people are punished for having contact 
with communists . We will fight against any such phenomena, 
since they only play into the hands of reaction . . .  

"Detente does not and cannot abolish the class struggle. 
No one can expect that under conditions of detente the 
communists will reconcile themselves to capitalist ex
ploitation or that the monopolists will become 
revolutionaries. Thus the strict observance of the principle of 
non-interference in the affairs of other states, respect 

'
for 

their independence and sovereignity - this is the in
dispensable condition for detente. 

"We do not hide the fact that we see in detente the road to 
the creation of more favorable conditions of peaceful 
socialist and communist construction. This only goes to show 
that socialism and peace are inseparable." 



SPECIAL REPORT 

Grid Of Press Response To Brezhnev Speech 
Feb. 28 (IPS)- The following is a selected grid of U.S. and 
Western European press response to the Feb. 24 speech by 
Soviet Communist Party Chairman Leonid Brezhnev at the 
25th CPSU Congress : 

. UNITED STATES 

New York Times - Feb. 25 
.. Brezhnev Declares Detente Aids Soviet Growth. , , '  - "Mr. 
Brezhnev painted a bright picture of rising Communist 
fortunes in the world arena that he contrasted with the West's 
economic difficulties. While Communists are far from 
predicting capitalism's  collapse. he said. its recent troubles 
' forcefully confirm that capitalism is a society without a 
future. '  " 
New York Times - Feb. 26 
(Editorial) - "Mr. Brezhnev declares sonorously that he is 
for detente . . .  disarmament • . . .  SQviet-American cooperation 
and trade . . .  But he professes to see no conflict between these 
laudable ends and the heavy Soviet participation in the 
Communist conquests of South Vietnam .  Laos and Cambodia 
and in the Cuban conquest of Angola. Detente. as Mr. 
Brezhnev sees it. does not ' in the slightest abolish the laws of 
the class struggle. ' Inevitably. therefore. many Americans 
will see detente as merely a convenient setting for the Soviet 
Union and its allies to apply ' salami tactics' to destroy the 
non-Communist world. nation by nation . . .  Such little surprise 
as there was in the Brezhnev report came in the . . .  candid 
discussion of the last five-year plan's failure to meet its goals 
for agricultural products and consumer goods . . .  The causes 
of the Soviet failures .. . lie ultimately in the top priority that 
the military enjoys to comandeer the Soviet Union's  best 
human and material resources . . .  The standard of living 
remains disgracefully low in the country that may be 
militarily the most powerful in the world. "  
Washington Post - Feb. 25 
" (Brezhnev's emphasis on raising the technical-scientific 
level of industry) appears to assure that the Kremlin will go 
on seeking expanded trade with the West. which has already 
risen more than 1 70 per cent in the last five years . He men
tioned. apparently for the first time, agreements with 
Western firms for handling raw materials and partially 
processed raw materials. He also suggested that Moscow 
acquire Western partners in processing such materials. 
'Economic and trade ties with capitalist states , '  Brezhnev 
delcared. 'strengthen and expand' the policy of 'peaceful 
coexistence' . "  . . . . .  (Brezhnev) without naming them. 
delivered a tough rebuke to Western CP's such as those of 
France and Italy . .  . " There can be no Question of compromise 
on matters of principle. of reconciliation with ties and actions 
contrary to the Communist ideology' . "  
Baltimore Sun· Feb. 25 
"Brezhnev Extols Detente"-"The Soviet leader laid down a 
firm ideological line. Internationally, he warned the world's  
Communists that 'compromise on matters of principle . .  . is  
ruled out, '  and reminded them of their ' sacred duty' of 
'proletarian internationalism, '  meaning adherence to the 
common party line as enunciated in Moscow. Domestically 
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he called for vigilance against 'hostile ideological diver· 
sions , '  and praised the Soviet secret police. the KGB. His 
summary of Soviet policy in foreign affairs. by contrast. was 
moderate ahnost to the point of blandness. " _ _ _ _ _ _  . - _ .. . 
Chicago Sun-Times . Feb. 26 
"Gaps in the Marxist Cloud" (editorial) - "The speech in 
short contained a few bright gaps in a dark cloud of Marxist 
orthodoxy. It is in the interest of the U .S .  and world peace 
that these gaps be examined and widened. "  
Detroit News - Feb. 26 
"As Brezhnev said : the USSR uses detente to its own ad· 
vantage. "  
WESTERN EUROPE 
GREAT BRITAIN 
London Times -Feb. 25 
(editorial) - "One of the most significant passages in Mr. 
Brezhnev's speech yesterday was when he said that practic
ally every weekly meeting the politburo discussed foreign 
affairs and that there was now no corner of the world which 
in one way or another was not taken into account in formula
ting Soviet foreign policy. In other words. the Soviet Union is 
now a super power with world wide concerns and interests. 
just like the United States . . .  What matters . . .  is that it has 
served notice in both words and actions of its intentions of 
promoting its interests in all parts of the globe . . .  American 
hopes of linking commercial and strategic agreements with 
restraint in this field will be respected only to the extent that 
the Soviet Union will avoid military confrontations in areas 
judged essential to American interests . "  
Financial Times -Feb. 25 
" In other words (Brezhnev said) that detente is ideologically 
motivated and the war of ideas must continue . .  , this should 
clear the air. though it will not necessarily make detente 
easi�r. " 
ITALY 
La Stampa Feb. 25 
"Brezhnev Cautious on Detente. Criticizes Soviet Economy" 
- "Brezhnev broke up his interminable speech . . .  over five 
hours . . .  140 page text . . .  into three parts . F irst. international 
policy . . .  second. internal economic policies . . .  third. internal 
policy and ideology . . .  The most important passages . . .  China 
. . .  Detente with the West. . . "  
Corriere della Sera - Feb. 25 
"Brezhnev : We Are the Strongest and Capitalism Is In Ruin" 
- "Five years ago . . .  the international situation was still a 
determining factor in the internal development of the USSR. 
Today. the Soviet power is one of the fundamental deter
mining factors in the international situation. This. in sum, 
was the leading theme of Brezhnev's speech . . .  'Our party 
will not remain passive in the face of this change. we are 
ready to confront the U.S .  in any part of the world . . .  
capitalism i s  i n  collapse . . .  and the Soviet Union i s  adapting 
to the new situation being created in the world' . . .  All who 
were at the Congress had no illusions that capitalism could 
get out of its crisis . . .  The strong presentation of foreign 
policy led Brezhnev to denounce internal productive short· 
ages. The Soviet Union does not renounce the perspectives of 



major trade with Western capitalists . But only on the con
dition that they are aware the Soviet Union is not' a weak 
beggar, but . . .  an equal partner." 

WEST GERMANY 

Die Welt - Feb. 24 (on the opening of the Congress) 
"The Old Gentlemen's Invitation to a Spectacle" - " (The old 
age of the CPSU leadership) results on the one hand (in) 
'conservatism' ... an outright panicky fear in face of 
domestic and economic experiments . . .  The Party cannot get 
itself to touch the 'Kolcho system' - those production 
communes whose failures have been obvious for decades . . .  
The foreign policy dynamic . . .  is in a certain sense a conse
quence of the internal confusion at the head of the Soviet 
government. The leadership . . .  become glowing revolutionar
ies . . .  believe that the victory of communism over capitalism 
on a world scale would also sweep aside all of the internal 
problems of Moscow and the Eastern Bloc . . .  Thus today and 
in the coming days, we will see how the generation of grand
fathers in Moscow during the congress deliver youthful pro
nouncements on the revolution and changing of the power 
relations on a world scale ."  

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung - Feb.27 
The paper ran a full page of "objective" coverage including a 
ten inch section entitled, "The Holy Duty of Communists
Proletarian Internationalism, "  featuring quotations from 
the speech. 

FRANCE 
Le Monele -Feb. 27 
"On Wednesday, as in Mr. Brezhnev's  address, congress 
delegates heard the leaders of several foreign delegations 
attack the Communist Parties of the West. One of them . . .  
criticized those parties who want t o  ' cut Marxism-Leninism 
into national slices' " .  
L'Humanite (Communist) - Feb. 27 
"Although the PCP has not been cited once since the begin
ning of the congress, numerous commentators claim that it is 
the target of a few orators who rise against opportunism, 
revisionism and nationalism. The PCF feels in no way con
cerned by the statements. Fully conscious of its national and 
international responsibilities, it has just defined at its 22nd 
congress a policy which aims at opening an original demo
cratic way to SOCialism to build a socialism in the colors of 
France . . . . .  

- -
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Mi lan Investment Counselor Polimen i :  

' Austerity Wi l l  Ki l l  Italy ' 
MILAN, Feb. 29 (IPS) - Respected Milan investment coun
selor !talo Polimeni, publisher of an influential monthly mar
ket newsletter, agreed to the following interview as part of 

. his counterattack to the Watergate operation launched 
against him this week by the Italian Atlanticist machine . 

IPS : You have been under enormous attack in the last four 
days with articles appearing in Sole 24 Ore, La Republica, 
Panor.:ama, II Giorno, etc . ,  attacking you for " manipulating" 
the stock market. What is the reason for these attacks? 
Where do they come from? 
Polimeni : It's a political question and has nothing or very 
little to do with the stock market. Recently, I wrote a 
reserved letter to my clients and since then, I haven't  had a 
moment's peace. I 've been under constant attack. In the 
letter I stated my views on the current Italian situation, 
clearly stating the austerity program being proposed by 
Moro - and the PCI is with him on this - would destroy the 
economy and bring Italy to a situation of civil war. 
IPS : You actually talked of civil war? 
Polimeni : Of course ! These people are crazy. They think 
they can throw the workers out of the factories, bring the 
population to the point of starvation, provoke mass discon
tent close to civil war, and thus force everyone to think that 
some "saviour" is necessary. That 's  the plan and the saviour 
is Berlinguer. Absolute madness, they don't know what 
they're doing. I said this in my letter and also said that the 
only solution to the situation would be an anti-austerity 
government led by Mancini and Andreotti.  That is the reason 
for the slander campaign in the Agnelli press .  
IPS : So Agnelli is behind it? 
Polimeni : Of course . There are some people who would like 
to see only FIAT stocks make money (Ha Ha) . But the real 
reason is political.  Agnelli wants austerity and wants the PCI 
in the government. 
IPS : What do you think would happen if the PCI went into the 
government? 
Polimeni : God Forbid ! Are you crazy? I would be the end of 
Italy ! Poor Italy ! The people would kill them (the Com
munists) ! What the hell do you think? If Berlinguer pushes 
austerity and people starve, if Berlinguer unleashes the . 
Carabinieri (national military police - ed.) on striking 
workers and driv{;s down the living standard, destroys im
ports and production, what else can the population do? 
They'll lynch him and the rest. No doubt about it. 
IPS : What about the PCl 's  local politics,  in Bologna. say, 
where they have a reputat{on for "good government? " 
Polimeni : What? That' s  pure demagogy. These people with 
their demagogic free transit have destroyed the cities . 
They've followed a deficit financing system, getting them
selves sunk into debt all to have the "bella figura" of free 
transit on Sundays. These are the theoreticians of hunger. 
They're criminals. They are more interested in paying debts , 
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and making them, than transport. But what good are free 
buses if people don't have money to buy food? And what good 
is inflated money if there's  nothing on the shelves to buy? 
They're destroying production and ruining the economy . 
IPS : So you're not in favor of paying the debts? 
Polimeni : Ha ! How the hell can Italy pay its debts? If they, 
the politicians in Rome, had taken my advice three years ago 
when I sent them telegrams saying to devalue the lira cold 
and restart production from scratch, we wouldn't be in this 
situation. But now the lira is being devalued by international 
means and there's  no way out but to stop paying the debts. If 
I have debts to pay and I don't have work, and if the debts are 
paid, then I destroy the possibility of ever surviving. If I don't 
pay the debts now, because I cannot, then at least I create the 
basis on which I can produce. That 's  the logic behind the 
situation right now. If Italy tried to pay its debts - and it 
couldn't even if it wanted to given the state of the economy, 
with less than 70 per cent of plant capacity utilized - then it 
would be the end of Italy. If we start from �e premise that 
debt has to be paid, there is no hope. But if we start from the 
premise of survival, then everything changes. In order to 
make an economy work, you have to produce, it' s simple. 
You can't get anything from austerity, it won't work. With i 
austerity you destroy production and then increase taxes to 
pay the debt ; increasing taxes creates inflation and then 
these idiots say you have to cut production by restricting 
credit - to "fight" inflation .. " Are they all nuts? But if you 
take the other point of view, another, opposite policy, then the 
Italian economy could begin an absolutely explosive ex
pansion. We have the plant capacity, we have the labor force 
which is dying to work productively, we have trade relations ' 
for the raw materials we need : Italy can produce just fine 
and that is the only way to fight inflation, by producing. And 
to do it you have to get rid of the debt. But these idiots don't 
understand it. They think you can get blood from a stone. 
They don't  see that in order to produce you have to make it 
possible for both the worker and the industrialist to do so. 
You can't expect the worker to work for nothing and kill 
himself, in order to die of starvation. The worker has to eat , 
and his family has to eat. He' s  not an animal. If you want a 
productive and efficient 
economy you have to give the worker what he wants. If you 
don't, if you put him in a political ghetto and strangle him, 
you create a political crisis that will be out of control. 
Logical, No? And you don't increase production with 
austerity. Can't be done. 
IPS : The Atianticists have been pushing rearmament, both 
in the U.S . ,  Ford's State of the Union speech, etc . ,  and in 
Europe with the Tindemanns plan, which the PCl accepts . 
What's  your view of this "solution? "  
Polimeni : Insane ! The military i s  a n  economic insanity. 
Look at the Italian Army (Ha ! ) .  Here you've got these poor 
wretches forced to spend fwelve months in the army, where 
they get no military training - maybe get to shoot an old rifle 



twice in twelve months. Now if there really is a need for an 
army for some reason then it should be brief and efficient. 
Soldiers could learn what they need to know in ten days and 
be free to have a decent job and earn a living. 
IPS : But the Communists are pushing this European-wide . 
The PCI by now has won over the other CP's to its white 
communist line. 
Polimeni : The Communists? They're finished. Berlinguer is 
finished. Brezhnev took care of that yesterday at the 
Congress (at the 25th Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union-ed. )  Brezhnev said it very clearly : " Look 
Berlinguer, " he 

-
said, "Communism is something else. 

Communism is what we have done in the last fifty years. We 
. made the revolution, we took power, we organized the 
economy. We are the Communists . Not you ! "  Berlinguer? He 
is not a Communist. He's not even a Social Democrat. He's  a 
bad imitation of backward Christian Democracy ! Don't 
make me laugh. Berlinguer a Communist? And as for Italy, 
the whole plan is finished anyway. Forlani has taken care of 
Moro - he's a dead duck - and Brezhnev has done the job 
with Berlinguer. They're politically done for. 
IPS : The PCI despite its treachery and CIA leadership, still 
has its union structure, even though that, too, is crumbling. 
What are your views on the unions ? 
Polimeni : Now there's a good case for you. These people are 
criminals . Just take a look at what they did with the In
nocenti case (Milan auto plant closed down-ed) . Here we are 
in Europe with enormous unemployment, workers living off 
unemployment compensation and looking for jobs , and these 
poor devils at the Innocenti have been getting 80,000 lira per 
month (about $65-ed. )  for the last five months , since October. 
Why? Why is it that there and only there are they getting this 
pittance? Because certain circles in the ministries and 
certain circles in the trade union movement get together and 
decide that they would make a test case of the 4500 Innocenti 
workers . They decided to use these poor workers as guinea 
pigs to see what the levels of toleration are of the Italian 
working class ! It's a filthy disgusting thing. By now, it' s 
crystal clear : There is no "negotiation" or fight ; the 
decision on what to do continues to be postponed day by day 
and week by week. And why just on this single case? 
Thousands of factories are in the same situation nationally. 
But only the Innocenti is being used this way. Why? A test 
case, a cynical laboratory experiment to see just how much a 
worker can psychologically and physically tolerate before he 
is destroyed. I wonder how the hell these people have 
managed to survive since October. 80,000 lira a month ! 
That's  the unions ! That's Lama ! (Luciano Lama - PCI head 
of the CGIL union confederation-ed . )  They're things that 
make shudders run down your spine. 
IPS : You know about the run on the lira organized by the 
New York banks and the fact that the dollar-deutschemark 
axis the Atlanticists want to build is based on forced 
devaluations of other currencies and brutal austerity? 
Polimeni : They can play whatever they want. It won't work. 
It's true there are some cretins in Rome like Baffi who are 
willing to follow this crap. But it 's total folly. What the hell 
are they actually doing with the lira? They drive it into the 
ground, then "offer" a loan, which doesn't  exist anyway. 
l'hen they "lend" Italy dollars so that Italy can buy lira with 
them. For what? To buy more dollars ! At least with some 
other countries, the Americans have had to promise wheat or 
goods. With Italy, no, and our politicians are stupid enough to 

take it. What do they give Italy? Paper ! Dollars ! Total 
madness.  Besides the dollar-deutschemark plan is crazy for 
West Germany, too. What the hell will they do with a 
revalued mark? Where do they think they can sell their ex
ports? To Italy maybe, with all its paper.? These people want 
one thing only :  kill Italy, kill any possible recovery ; that' s  
the Moro-PCI plan. 
IPS : What about the stock market in Italy? It's rising, isn't 
it? 
Polimeni : Sure, but it has to. It's hot money from abroad 
coming in to buy up stocks at rock bottom prices. No one in 
Italy is buying, it' s all foreign money. Obviously no one in 
Italy wants to invest in anything. How can they? Baffi and his 
crew in their "attack on the flight of capital" are planning to 
raise interest rates to "attract capital" ! Crazy ! Do you think 
people who have exported capital are going to bring it back 
in? For what? Raising the interest rates only destroys 
production more. These industries , especially now, are at the 
end of their rope. They can't survive. Some smaller in
dustries are working because they have trade. 
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IPS : With the East bloc and Third World? 
Polimeni : Right ! Take the Soviets , for instance. You can say 
what you want about the USSR, and I have my qualms about 
certain internal political questions, but my God they put the 
economy together, people have jobs, they eat, they work, 
they earn a decent pay and they have a chance to enjoy life. 
The PCI is a different story. Brezhnev told 'em all right. The 
Communists have betrayed Communism ,  the bourgeoisie 
has betrayed its own class, and who is going to end up the 
winner? I ' ll tell you, the worker, the poor wretch who has 
been working his ass off all his life. That's who ! 
IPS : What do you think has to happen? You said the cause of 
the slander campaign against you was your . support for 
Mancini and Andreotti. What do you think Mancini and 
Andreotti should do? 

. 

Polimeni : They should move to get a government together 
not based on austerity, taxes , credit restriction, etc . ,  but on 
economic expansion. The moratorium ! That' s beautiful ! It's 
necessary. They have to say that Italy can't and won't  pay its 
debts. Then the economy can recover. 
IPS : Why do you think Mancini and Andreotti are the people 
to do it? Is there anyone else? 
Polimeni : They're the only ones.  The only ones in Italy at 
least today with a different strategy than the historical 
compromise (PCI entry into the government-ed. ) .  The 
historical compromise would be the ruin of Italy. The 
strategy is to exasperate the population, call the Carabinieri 
to shoot on the workers , and then the people will call for a 
national emergency government of national unity with 
everyone but the fascists and with a D C-PCI hegemony. And 
Adreotti and Mancini are the only ones who are fighting that. 
They're the only ones ready for economic development. 
IPS : With all the Byzantine infighting going on, what do you 
think will happen? 
Polimeni : Mancini will take over the PSI Secretariat at the 
next congress and Forlani will do the same in the DC 
(Christian Democracy of Andreotti-ed. ) .  The two things are 
connected. 

. 

IPS : Can you tell me something about this Mr. Bozzi who 
was also implicated in the attacks against you? Is he an 
associate of yours? Why is he under attack? 
Polimeni : Bozzi is the head of the Molini Certosa, a stock i' 
which I have told clients to buy simply because it' s a good 



stock. It keeps earning money. Now these idiots in Panorama . 
say I "caused" the New York stock market to rise, too ! But 
Bozzi is also the President of the Institute Finanziario Italo
Americano which the Credit Suisse is also in on. Ferdinando · 
Bozzi has factories that produce machines for construction, 
food processing and mining. The food part is important. 
Since he's relatively independent of control, he can to a 
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certain extent guarantee an inflow of food products into Italy 
and that's what they want to stop. They want to starve the 
population, cut all imports. 

IPS : Have you planned any action to counter these attacks? 
Polimeni : No. There's no need to. It's all a question of 
credibility. People believe me, not them .  
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